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REPLY BRIEF OF AMICUS CURIAE
NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The position urged in the briefs filed on behalf of the State

Engineer and supporting Amici is troubling because it is fundamentally inconsistent with the State's long-standing declaration that
"all waters in this state, whether above or under the ground are . .
. the property of the public, subject to all existing rights to the
use thereof." § 73-1-1, Utah Code Ann.1

Despite that basic declara-

tion and the State's long-standing policy of public control over
allocation and use of state waters, our opponents seek to establish
a rule that would vest dominion over these public waters exclusively
in existing appropriators, limited only by a duty to respect the
rights of other appropriators.
In a region where little water remains unappropriated and
tfhere conditions of shortage frequently arise, it is evident that
important decisions affecting water allocation priorities and the
Long-term future of this state will increasingly involve changes of
existing water uses.

Those decisions will substantially affect not

Dnly the long-range quality of the natural environment and public
recreation, but also the future economic and social fabric of the

1

All statutory citations in this brief, except where
otherwise expressly indicated, are to provisions of Title 73 of
:he Utah Code, with specific reference to the provisions
effective through December 31, 1987, as set forth in "Utah Code
L987-1988," Vol. 3 (Code Co., July 1, 1987). Comparison of those
)rovisions with the amended provisions of Title 73 effective
ranuary lf 1988, set forth in the 1988 Cumulative Supplement to
7ol. 7C, U.C.A., however, demonstrates that while §§ 73-3-3 and
'3-3-14 are changed in form, the relevant provisions remain the
>ame in terms and substance.

State.

NPCA submits that such fundamental judgments must be subject

to public process and standards, and that Utah's water code supports
that view.
The above concerns focus our fundamental objections to the
arguments offered on behalf of the State Engineer and his
supporting Amici.

They acknowledge, as they must, that a wide

range of public interest2 considerations govern initial judgment in
awarding water rights; but they contend, in effect, that the state
interest in those public values evaporates immediately upon granting
a water right.

Thereafter, under their view, an award whose consis-

tency with public concerns may have been painstakingly assessed can
be converted by a change application, apparently at will, the next
day, to any use or diversion pleasing to the applicant in complete
disregard of the initial painstaking judgments. (Even a competing
use originally rejected in making the award.)

By the wave of an

administrative magic wand, an interest that is granted only for
exercise compatibly with public standards, they say, becomes an
entitlement to be exercised at will, subject only to consideration
of the effect of the change on other "vested11 water rights.
NPCA contends that the legislature could not have intended the
appropriation process and the public standards it implements to be
so easily rendered meaningless by the "change" process. Utah's water
statutes should not, and need not, be so read.

2

"Public interest" as used in this brief refers to any
factors that may properly be considered to fall within the scope
of the statutory criteria for determining appropriation
applications under § 73-3-8.
2

No Utah precedents, except those discussed in NPCA's prior
Jrief on Appeal at 14-20, have addressed the application of public
Interest standards to change applications.

Both the encompassing

statutory standard of "beneficial use" and the language of the 1937
intendments to Utah's water code strongly support application of
mblic interest criteria, drawn from appropriation standards, in
iefining the "rights and duties" of change applicants under
subsection 3's cross reference to § 73-3-8.

The merely procedural

reading of the 1937 amendments proposed by our opponents does not
libe with the terms and content of the amended provisions: the
>rocedural provisions on which they rely are not even addressed to
:hancre applicants —

much less to their "rights and duties."

Finally, there is simply no basis for claims of obligation to
tdhere to a "long standing interpretation" by the State Engineer,
lo actual interpretation by the Engineer is even offered to support
:hat claim, and his two general statements on the subject known to
JPCA are, at best, inconsistent.
More importantly, even an incomplete sampling3 of actual
iecisions in change cases by the State Engineer shows that he often

3

As discussed in more detail at pages 16-23, infra, NPCA
:ested our opponents1 unqualified assertions that the State
engineer "has never once considered the § 73-3-8 criteria to be
tpplicable to change applications." [Amici Brief at 35; Engineer's
Jrief at 4 0.] Law students Lynn Coulston and Terry King assisted
;ounsel in reviewing the compiled "Memorandum Decisions" of the
Jtate Engineer on change applications. Although it was limited to
:he more readily available materials and did not systematically
examine every water right file for disposition of change
ipplications, NPCA's review showed unequivocally that the above
Lssertion is substantially in error. Examples of illustrative
Iecisions are included in this brief as Appendix A.
3

agrees with NPCA when confronted with deciding the practical,
scientific, administrative and policy problems that arise in
connection with changes of water rights.

Not infrequently, those

legitimate concerns virtually compel him to consider factors beyond
the narrow confines of impacts on other "existing vested rights."
It is not unusual for the Engineer, in acting on a change application, to give substantial weight to a variety of public interest
concerns.

Nor is it unusual for the Engineer to focus on concerns

about the status of unappropriated water in the area of the proposed
change, often going well beyond any confining relationship to the
protection of specific existing rights.

In doing so, NPCA

contends, the Engineer conscientiously fulfilled and complied with
his statutory duties.
II.

ARGUMENT

1. The Language, Structure and Sequence of Utah's Water
Rights Statutes Supports Applicabilit.y of Appropriation Criteria To
Decisions On Change Applications
(A) The conceded applicability of "beneficial use"
standards to change applications clearly incorporates a variety of
public interest concerns.
NPCA previously briefed its argument that the statutory framework under which Utah administers water rights makes the basic
criteria for appropriation determinations applicable both to
original appropriations and to changes of point of diversion, place
or nature of use.

NPCA Brief on Appeal at 8-13.

Supplementing

that argument, we interpret the encompassing standard of "beneficial
use" mandated by § 73-1-3 as governing all water rights decisions,
including changes.

Even our opponents acknowledge the applicability
4

>f that standard
it 31).

(in discussing Wayman v. Murray City, Amici Brief

Yet they never explain any interpretive basis on which

'beneficial use" could be considered consistently with their thesis
:hat changes are governed solely by a vested rights standard.
Since all agree that "beneficial use" does govern judgment
ibout changes as well as appropriations, it is proper that the full
range of considerations governing application of that concept should
>e called into play in appropriate "change" cases.

Yet Amici and

:he State Engineer apparently believe that the "beneficial use"
itandard, which commonly encompasses a wide range of public and
>rivate concerns, should be confined —
:hanges —

to

solely in the case of

protection of existing "vested water rights." That

>osition is fundamentally in conflict with § 73-3-8 which, in part,
>articularizes key elements ("irrigation, domestic or culinary,
itock watering, power or mining development or manufacturing") which
ire specifically required to be examined in identifying a "more
>eneficial use."

There is no basis, then, for contending that these

.nd other criteria of § 73-3-8 may not be considered where they are
easonably applicable to issues presented by change applications.
Finally, the § 73-3-3 exception from publication for small
hanges (of less than 660 feet) seems largely irrelevant.

The

ubstantive standards for decision are not waived, but the
egislature might reasonably have thought that such small changes
ould serve pre-existing uses and involved little prospect of
ignificant public issues.

5

(B) The Procedural Changes In The 1937 Amendments Deal
Only with Functions Of The Engineer And Protestants, Requiring
Reference To Other Sources In The Appropriation Provisions For The
"Rights And Duties Of Applicants"
The Briefs of the State Engineer and his supporting Amici
apparently base their favored interpretation exclusively on the
manner in which the 1937 amendments went about modifying the change
statute, § 73-3-3.

On that basis,4 they resist NPCA's argument that

the various appropriation (public interest) standards of § 73-3-8
are applicable to determination of the change applications provided
for by § 73-3-3.

They focus particularly on NPCA's contention that

application of the appropriation criteria is supported by the
language enacted in 1937 which provides —
the procedure in the state engineer's office and the
rights and duties of the applicants with respect to
applications for permanent changes . . . shall be the
same as provided in this title for applications to
appropriate water . . . ."
(Emphasis added.)

Highlighting certain procedural provisions that

were carved out of the pre-existing change statute and placed in
separate subsections (Amici Brief at 19-20), Amici contend that the
"rights and duties" provision is merely statutory shorthand intended
only to reference those procedures.

That interpretation, however,

fails to explain some important aspects of those provisions:
(i) As argued in NPCA's Brief on Appeal at 11-13, it
is difficult to understand why the legislature would use the words

4

Amici also rely on the more recent amendment empowering the
Division of Wildlife Resources to file change applications on
waters acquired by that division. Amici Brief at 22. The
irrelevance of that provision is even recognized in the Engineer's
Brief at 40, n. 15.
6

"rights and duties of the applicants" —
substantive concerns —

language clearly invoking

if it intended only to deal with the proced-

ural matters of published notice and filing of protests which were
carved out of the old statute.

Since the more reasonable reading

reflects substantive concerns, the statute should be read to include
the substantive standards of the referenced appropriation provision.
(ii)

The above interpretation is strengthened by

considering the specific nature of the procedural matters carved
Dut of the old statute.

The new language of the 1937 revision

cross-references the "rights and duties of the applicant." Yet
neither of the matters carved out of the old statute dealt with
procedures that are allocated by the statute to the "applicants".
Dne set of the procedures carved out (and placed in a new statutory
section) governs the duties of the state engineer, not the
applicants. with respect to published notice of a proposed
application.

The other set of procedures governs the opportunity

:o file a protest —

by protestants. not the applicants. (See

ieletions emphasized in Amici Brief at 20.)
Thus, although our opponents argue that the key provision in
juestion was adopted merely to make reference to these procedures,
leither of the procedural provisions in question deal significantly
rith

"the rights and duties of the applicant."

On the reasonable

Lssumption that the legislature's substantive language had some
purpose, it can only be taken as referring to other substantive
standards, particularly those of § 73-3-8, which do govern the
rights and duties of the applicant.11
7

(C) There Is No Basis For Speculating That The
Legislature Implied Approval Of A Narrow Interpretation Of The
Change Statute
The briefs for the State Engineer and his supporting Amici
repeatedly pretend that they have established a pre-existing
interpretation, bootstrapping their further argument that the
legislature has ratified their position and that NPCA must appeal
to the legislature rather than this Court.
The slippery nature of that argument is obvious in view of the
failure to offer a foundation based on either an explicit judicial
holding or clear-cut administrative practice.

But the vulnerabil-

ity of the argument is emphasized by Amici's particularly questionable reliance on the legislature's failure to enact certain proposals for strengthened "public interest" criteria.

Amici argue that

because it rejected those proposals, the legislature could not have
intended public interest standards to be "impressed . . . on vested
water rights" through the change process. Amici Brief at 32.
One difficulty with that argument, familiar to this Court,
lies in the limited legislative history available in the State of
Utah.

In this particular example, however, the "best evidence" is

available in the form of a speech delivered by State Engineer Dee C.
Hansen in 1976.

In that speech, Mr. Hansen explained his under-

standing of the reasons for rejection of the "public interest"
bill, Senate Bill 291, in the 1975 General Session:
A number of Legislators at that time stated that they
felt that the existing law gave the State Engineer the
authority to adopt rules and regulations to perform the
functions of his office. It was their feeling that the
State Engineer should pursue on his own initiative the
adoption of rules and regulations defining public
8

interest aspects and defining the criteria by which
applications should be considered . . . .
Dee C. Hansen, "Need For Change In Utah's Water Law," p. 2
(Presented to the American Water Resources Association, Utah
Section, 19 Feb. 1976.)(Attached as Appendix B.)
Thus, according to the State Engineer, far from rejecting the
appropriateness of public interest rules, the Legislature declined
to act because it recognized that the Engineer already had authority
bo elaborate on the statutory public interest standards.
2. There Is No Showing That The State Engineer Has Ever
Developed Or Expressed Any Interpretation Of The Change Statute
^hich Disregards Appropriation Criteria, And His Reliance On
Judicial Precedents Is Misplaced
Neither the brief presented on behalf of the State Engineer
lor that presented by his supporting Amici offer the slightest
evidence that the Engineer has ever developed and articulated any
explicit interpretation of the change statute, § 73-3-3, or of its
relationship to the public interest standards prescribed by § 73-3-8
'or appropriations.

They simply offer their unsupported and

:onclusory assertions that the Engineer has "never11 interpreted the
:hange statute as encompassing those standards. [Engineerfs Brief at
10; Amici Brief at 35.]

The only basis for their assertions appears

:o be the Engineer's oblique conclusion in his Memorandum Decision
.n this case that he is "without authority" to address damage from
:he proposed change, and that "this issue does not apply to this
:hange application." Memorandum Decision of Robert L. Morgan, 26
)ecember 1985. (Appellant's Brief, Exhibit 1.)
NPCA demonstrates infra that these conclusory assertions are
9

simply not supported by review of the Engineer's actual practice in
rendering Memorandum Decisions on change applications.

To the

contrary, those Memoranda show that the Engineer has given weight
to a variety of public interest factors, in addition to conflicting rights, where those concerns are appropriately presented.
But the failure to show any articulation of the purported
interpretation raises another legal question.

In the absence of an

explicit showing that the Engineer has, in fact, developed an
interpretive basis for the conclusory position he asserts, longstanding concepts of administrative practice and judicial review
suggest that the Court can give no weight to the interpretations
now advanced in the opposing briefs.

In the celebrated Chenery

litigation, the United States Supreme Court rejected an agency's
justification for an administrative decision where the agency had
not developed its own interpretation of its governing statute and
"purported to be acting only as it assumed a court of equity would
have acted in a similar case." Securities and Exchange Commission v.
Chenerv Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 87 (1943).

The Court emphasized that —

the Commission did not in this case proffer new standards
reflecting the experience gained by it in effectuating the
legislative policy. On the contrary, it explicitly
disavowed any purpose of going beyond those which the
courts had theretofore recognized."
318 U.S. at 89. The Court rejected other justifications which the
agency might have developed under the governing statute because
"the considerations urged here in support of the Commission's order
were not those upon which its action was based." Id. at 92. Finding
that judicial precedents on which the agency had placed its reliance
10

tfere misinterpreted, the Court reversed the agency.

Similarly,

tfhere a federal agency based a determination upon its interpretation
Df a broad national statutory policy and "did not base its conclusion on matters within its own special competence," the Supreme
Hourt held "it is for us to determine what the governing principle
Ls" and found that the agency had erred in that determination.
federal Communications Commission v. RCA Communications, Inc.. 346
J.S. 86, 91, 92-97 (1953).
Here, also, the State Engineer and Amici have not offered any
.nterpretation by the Engineer as the basis for decision or
lemonstrating the "long standing practice" on which they rely, and
.nstead rest on misinterpretation of this Court's precedents.
NPCA's brief on appeal analyzed several of this Court's
>recedents that support its position, while the precedents relied
pon by the Engineer and Amici simply did not present any issue
equiring a determination about the applicability of the appropiation criteria to change cases. Under these circumstances, it
as error for the State Engineer, and the District Court, to assume
hat judicial opinions requiring consideration of vested rights —
here only vested rights issues were contested —

should foreclose

onsideration of other factors where appropriately presented.
The New Mexico Court did not have a comparable interpretive
udgment to make in In re Application of Sleeper. 760 P.2d 787
K.M. App. 1988), relied on heavily by Amici Brief at 28-30.

The

anguage of the pre-1985 statute under which the case was decided
ffered no comparable or credible textual basis for incorporating
11

public interest criteria.

The statute expressly limited the

criteria to avoiding "detriment of the rights of others having valid
and existing rights . . . ." 760 P.2d at 790.5
3.
The State Engineer's Few Conclusory Statements On The
Issue Are Not Interpretations, And Are Inconsistent
Although the briefs for the State Engineer and for Amici
present no showing that the Engineer has ever taken their position,
NPCA is aware of two instances where ambiguous statements by the
Engineer suggest —
position.

though failing actually to state —

such a

(In addition, see the Memorandum Decisions discussed at

pages 22-23, infra.)
(A)

The State Engineers 1983 Statement In "Public
Interest" Rulemaking Proceedings

In 1983, following delayed and extended proceedings on an
application for rulemaking filed by undersigned counsel, the State
Engineer rendered a decision rejecting a proposal that he develop
rules which would elaborate on the somewhat sparse terms of the
5

It should be noted that the New Mexico legislature, in
1985, recognized the importance of subjecting change decisions to
public interest standards by providing for denial of changes found
"contrary to the conservation of water" or "detrimental to the
public welfare." N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 72-5-23 & 24 (1985), discussed
at 760 P.2d 791. That amendment duplicates adoption of similar
considerations in other codes not accurately characterized in Amici
Brief at 28, n.14. In California, for example, change applications
that would "unreasonably affect fish, wildlife or other in stream
beneficial uses" must be denied. Cal. Water Code §§ 173 6 (Cum. Supp.
1988). North Dakota specifically specifically references standards
for appropriation, which include effects on fish, game and public
recreational opportunities. N.D. Cent. Code Ann. §§ 61-04-15.1(2),
(3) and 61-04-06 and -06.1. Also, the many western codes that Amici
cite in n. 14 as requiring public interest judgments may involve
broad standards like Mont. Rev. Code § 85-2-402(3)(b)(v), (vi)
(1987), which defines the "reasonable use" for which a change may be
made as requiring consideration of an extremely wide range of
economic, land use and environmental considerations.
12

public interest standards prescribed by § 73-3-8.

The rulemaking

petitioners had proposed rules that would particularize the
obligation to give weight to environmental as well as economic
considerations under the appropriation standards of § 73-3-8.
The rulemaking petitioners specifically sought to apply the
proposed public interest rules to change applications, as well as
to original appropriations.

In finally rejecting the proposal, the

Engineer's Memorandum Decision explained his rejection with respect
to change applications not only on other general grounds, but also
as follows:
The criteria governing the approval and rejection of
change applications in Utah is [sic] set forth in § 73-3-3
. . . . The case law which has developed in Utah
regarding change applications provides that the
determination of whether to approve or reject a change
application is basically a determination of whether there
is reason to believe that the proposed change can be made
without impairing other vested water rights. This is
fundamentally a hydrologic determination taking into
account the existing rights on the water source, the
regimen of the stream, and the nature of the change
proposed, and then evaluating the possible impact on other
vested rights on the source. . . . [T]here is nothing in
this Section of the Water Code which provides that the
State Engineer should determine whether a proposed change
is in the public interest and reject it if it is not.
[n The Matter Of The Administrative Rulemaking Petitions Filed By
Phe Escalante Wilderness Committee, et al.. Memorandum Decision at
L2-13 (4 April 1983).

(Relevant portion attached as Appendix C . ) 6

Not only is the above statement substantially inconsistent
6

This document and others cited and submitted in this brief
ire within this Court's authority to "take judicial notice of
Ldministrative rules and regulations as well as published accounts
)f administrative proceedings and actions." Moore v. Utah Technical
Igllege, 727 P.2d 634 (1986), relying on Utah R. Evid. 201(a),(b),
c), (f).
13

with an earlier statement by the Engineer in the same proceeding,
summarized below.

In addition, the authority and content of the

above position are severely compromised:
(i) The position appears to rest primarily upon the
Engineer's characterization of his understanding of "the case law
which has developed in Utah" rather than his own articulated
interpretation of the applicable statutes. At most, he merely
asserts that "there is nothing in this section" requiring rejection
on public interest grounds.

He does not discuss whether public

interest concerns may be weighed along with other concerns.

Nor

does he address any of the interpretive problems explored in these
briefs.

Thus, the position can hardly be called upon as the basis

for "deference" to the Engineer's own long-standing interpretation;
and it emphasizes the inappropriateness of such an approach under
the administrative practice concepts arising from SEC v. Chenery
Corp., discussed herein at pages 10-11, supra.
(ii) The Engineer states that his practice in
considering a proposed change includes assessment of "the regimen
of the stream," an ambiguous

phrasing whose scope is left

unexplained and could readily include a number of factors of a
public interest character.
(B)

The State Engineer's 1976 Statement In Public
Interest Rulemaking Proceedings

In the same "public interest" rulemaking proceedings, a
statement by the State Engineer had found no legal obstacle to
public interest rules for change proceedings, twice expressing his
openness to further consideration.

His doubts were prompted by
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concerns about a change in "administrative practice" rather than
about proper legal interpretation.
In response to petitioners1 proposal of certain "public
interest" rules, the Engineer had tentatively proposed his own
alternative draft of similar rules. He submitted that draft to
participants in the proceeding, covered by a two-page letter which
dealt in some detail with the question of applying public interest
rules to change proceedings:
Among other matters, the petitioners . . . have requested
a rule which also encompasses change applications . . . .
By its omission from the present draft, I want to make it
clear that I am not rejecting the concept of encompassing
changes within the rule which is finally adopted. The
rule making process as it relates to change applications,
has been the subject of considerable discussion and debate
among my staff and others in state government. I do see
some need to measure certain change applications against a
public interest standard and realize that many of the
arguments which favor applying such a standard to
applications to appropriate also apply to changes. But, on
the other hand, I have grave concern over attempting such
action from a legal and policy point of view without
legislative approval. As you know, the past
administrative practice has been only to evaluate changes
in terms of impairing other vested water rights. To shift
over to a public interest standard would be a drastic
modification of past practice in dealing with changes.
Because of these and other reasons . . . , I have not
included change applications within these draft rules.
However, I again want to emphasize that no decision has
yet been made on this subject . . . .
jetter dated March 1, 1976, from Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer, to
Richard K. Sager, William J. Lockhart (and other parties to the
ulemaking proceeding).

(Attached hereto as Appendix D.)

Thus, at least in 1976, the Engineer did not claim that any
long standing" interpretation of state water laws would preclude
doption of public interest rules for change applications.
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To the

contrary, he expressly left the legal door open, and expressly
recognized the need as well as the legitimacy of some of the
arguments for that position.

His concerns appeared to be solely

focussed on the potentially "drastic" change from what his view of
past "administrative practice," rather than proper interpretation
of the governing statutes.

Yet as demonstrated below, the

Engineer's characterization of the administrative practice is
simply inconsistent with the substance of his own decisions —
which did, as he recognized they should, give weight to public
interest factors in appropriate cases.
4. The State Engineer's Practice In Rendering Decisions On
Change Applications Recognizes The Applicability Of Appropriation
Criteria
Both the State Engineer and his supporting Amici rely heavily
on their contentions that this Court should give great deference to
what they characterize as the State Engineer's long-standing
interpretation of the "change" statute.

Thus the State Engineer's

brief argues that his office "only considers whether other rights
will be impaired" and "has never interpreted the criteria of Section
73-3-8 as applying to change applications." [Engineer's Brief at
40.]

Similarly, the Amici unqualifiedly assert that "from the

adoption of Utah's water code until today, the State Engineer has
never once considered the § 73-3-8 criteria to be applicable to
change applications." [Amici Brief at 35.]
Significantly, neither the State Engineer's brief nor that of
his supporting Amici even attempt to carry the burden of demonstrating the accuracy of their assertions.
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Not a single effort at

interpretation of the applicable standards by the State Engineer is
offered in support, nor is any analysis of his actual decisions
offered.
To test the accuracy of the assertions in the brief of the
State Engineer and supporting Amici, amicus NPCA has conducted a
partial but substantial review of the Memorandum Decisions prepared
by the State Engineer in rendering his decisions on individual
change applications.

The decisions reviewed were primarily those

found in his compilation of Memorandum Decisions rendered between
L976 and 1986.

Relevant examples, discussed infra, are attached to

^his brief as Appendix A.
Review of the Engineer's Memorandum Decisions demonstrates
:learly that, in making change decisions, the Engineer not
infrequently gave significant weight to factors which could be
relevant only under the appropriation criteria of § 73-3-8.
Significantly, where the Memorandum Decisions demonstrate that
mblic interest concerns were raised in protest, it was not unusual
or the Engineer to give serious weight and consideration to those
joncerns, clearly going well beyond mere assessment of impacts on
>ther "vested water rights." Among those public interest concerns,
he Engineer not infrequently found it necessary to consider the
vailability of unappropriated water or the general supply and
ppropriation status of an entire hydrologic area.

That practice

bviously puts in doubt the suggestions in both opposing briefs
hat the availability of unappropriated water, a factor emphasized
y § 73-3-8, "is totally irrelevant to the change process." [Amici
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Brief at 24; Engineer's Brief at 38.].
It is true that in a few instances the Engineer's decisions
have reflected a narrow interpretation of his authority in reviewing
change applications.7

But as previously discussed, those decisions

did not appear to be based on any articulated interpretation of the
statutory authorities.

More importantly, they are simply at odds

with other significant Memorandum

Decisions that gave substantial

weight and consideration to a variety of public interest factors.
Thus, far from supporting a claim for deference to a confining
"existing vested rights" analysis of change applications, review of
the State Engineer's actual practice in rendering decisions on
change applications demonstrates that considerations clearly within
the scope of § 73-3-8 play a significant role in the Engineer's
change decisions.
(A) Many change decisions give significant consideration
and weight to a variety of public interest factors
clearly beyond the scope of conflicts with "existing
vested rights."
NPCA's review of State Engineer Memorandum Decisions revealed a number of decisions that gave substantial consideration and
weight to public interest factors in the following change cases.
(Additional examples are summarized in the "Additional Synopses of
Memorandum Decisions" preceding Part I of Appendix A.)
*

Preference for power production by the Bureau of Reclam-

ation (the change applicant) over power production by an applicant for appropriation with a competing proposal. [Example # 1]

See Memorandum Decisions discussed below at pages 22-23.
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*

Protection of riparian wildlife habitat by requiring

"access for wildlife watering" and troughs

'

"offset the

3e.velopme.rif, pi the springs i n terms of protection for wildlife."
[Example #2]
*

Protection of fishery hahi tat h\ dpny i nq cert ai n diversiens

(while approving others) because "sufficient water must remain in
;he streams

protect the natural environment and fisheries."

;Example # 3 ]
*

Requiring a spillway structure in response to protestant's

:oncern that a change affecting an existing reservoir would cause it
.o "back water

the reservoir."

Example # 5]
*

Approval of related change and new appropriation

pplications base J on "an opportunity to develop an aquifer that
as not been developed to its potential" and because the Engineer
is especially interested in firming up water rights and supplies
or Hit' best public interest or municipal use,"
(B)

[Example #7.]

In rendering decisions on change applications, the
State Engineer frequently gives substantial weight
and consideration to the availability of
unappropriated water, and the relationship of that
water to expanding needs or diminished supplies

Despite our opponents argument that the criterion of
/ailability of unappropriated water "is total ij- irrelevant to the
lange process/'8 [Amic . tiripf a+- ?A • Engineer's Brief at 38],
8

Our opponents' argument is obviously based on stretching
le logic of the statutes beyond any conceiveable sense. Nothing
i NPCA's position would require the State Engineer to find
r
ailability of new and additional water, beyond that held by a
tange applicant, before approving an application. But the
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review of the State Engineer's actual day-to-day Memorandum
Decisions reveals that he frequently finds it necessary to assess
proposed changes by exploring the availability of unappropriated
water and anticipated needs for additional water in the area of the
proposed change —

clearly among the "public interest" factors

prescribed in § 73-3-8 for appropriation decisions.

That inquiry is

generally prompted, in part, by concerns about impacts on existing
water rights.

But the Engineer has obviously concluded that, in

certain cases, he cannot prudently limit his determinations to that
narrow question.
Not infrequently it appears, change applications raise
important questions about administration of an entire basin or
source relating to the availability of water, problems of scarcity
and related concerns about efficiency of existing uses, and
prediction of future water needs in an area.

Where applications

raise such issues, the Engineer's quite-proper instinct is to
address the problem holistically rather than confine himself to
narrow questions about conflicting rights.

Thus, concerns for the

future consequences of his decisions have caused him to deny
changes even where no existing water rights would be impacted.

His

decisions show that, among other factors, he has considered the
feasibility and merits or purpose of the proposal, possible future
uses, trespass on property, the possibility of encouraging too many

Engineer's Memorandum Decisions discussed above demonstrate that he
is not infrequently concerned with the status of unappropriated
water in ruling on changes. NPCA suggests he should not be
precluded from that inquiry, and is not precluded by Utah law.
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applications for one area, or anticipated patterns of growth or
ievelopment.
Many examples can be drawn from the State Engineer's Memorandum
Decisions.

Tn addition to Examples 4,

following examples are illustrative.
ire summarized

7 and 8-11 above, the
(Additional

similar examples

in the "Additional Synopses of Memorandum Decisions"

>receding Part II of Appendix A.)
*

Approval of a chanqo

in onl.-M

to satisfy1 ".

eal concern

.hat the municipalities develop sufficient water supply to satisfy
resent commitments and future growth patterns."

Thus, "if there is

nappropriated water that could be developed in bedrock in this
rainage, the city should be given the opportunity to drill and pump
he subject wells
*

" [Example # 15 (emphasis added)]

De< ::] i nati c i i to base decision, in part, on the junior status

f one of several related applications because the Engineer was
disinclined to approve one of these change applications, unless we
an approve

them, as questions of feasibility would then

titer the picture."
*

[Example # 17]

Two applications approved not only because they proposed

Lversion downstream

from protestants, but also because the

igineer "reviewed technical publications on groundwater conditions
i Southwestern Salt Lake County and it is his opinion ttidt there is
Lmited unappr opri ated water still available in this part of the
roundwater reservoir."
*

[Examples 21 and 2;|

After substantial hydrologic review nf surface and ground

Lter relationships, an application was denied not only because the
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Engineer was concerned about existing users relying on those
sources, but also "to protect . . . those individuals who have
filed applications to appropriate and have been denied the
opportunity to develop groundwater" because the application "would
have the effect of a new appropriation contrary to the present
policy for this drainage area." [Example # 23]
(C) Unsupported Conclusions In A Few Memorandum
Decisions Merely Demonstrate That The Engineer
Is Uncertain About The Scope Of His Authority
And Needs Clarification By This Court
In two instances, the Engineer's Memorandum Decisions reviewed
by NPCA included rejections of concerns expressed by protestants
about concern for wildlife or fisheries on the basis of conclusory
assertions that the Engineer lacked authority to consider those
matters.
*

These examples are included as Part III of Appendix A.
In one decision, the Engineer asserted, without

explanation, that a number of issues raised at the protest hearing
"were not within his authority to address" because he "does not have
the authority to impose conditions to alleviate potential impacts on
the natural stream environment" or to make decisions "concerning the
most economical and feasible approach of supplying water to the
residents of Ashley Valley."
*

[Example # 25, p. 5]

In another decision, the Engineer rejected a protestant's

contention that the value of her property would be diminished by
dewatering of an adjacent stream.

The Engineer asserted, without

further explanation
As to the instream uses, the State Engineer has the
authority under Section 73-3-3 . . . to consider the
effect on existing rights but does not have the authority
22

to consider instream flow values that may be affected as a
direct result of the change application.
[Example #26]
No explanation was offered of Uin interpretive basis for trie
issertions in either of these examples. Their clear inconsistency
lith

the many other examples summarized above strongly indicates

:he need for this Court to clarify interpretation of the Utah
statutes governing change applications.
>. Conclusion
NPCA recognizes that the only issues presented by most change
.pplications ar iso from the potential conflicts between the appliants and other appropriators.

Likewise, review of a substantial

ample of the State Engineer's change decisions demonstrates that
elatively few present grounds for questioning the public interest
alues affected by a proposed change.
Yet, it is also apparent that the Engineer, from time to time,
s presented vith change proposals that do raise legitimate, someimes significant, public interest concerns, which he often then
idresses as a thoughtful administrator should.

For that reason,

le narrow' scope of authority that would result from literal appliition of the interpretation here urged upon him

would result in a

roubling redirection of the Engi neer's act :i ia.J p r a i i:t:i ce, i n ways
ich less responsive to the needs of water resource administration.
Equally important, as NPCA's previous Brief on Appeal illusrated, the interpretation proposer! by the Engineer ai id Amici would
.ve no weight to important public concerns, even where major or
23

potentially damaging projects are proposed on the basis of change
applications.

E.g., the dam in Parunaweap Canyon next to the

boundary of Zion National Park; the diversion that would destroy a
scenic waterfall as suggested by Clyde & Jensen.

NPCA Brief on

Appeal at 22-24.
Contending that NPCA's examples are merely speculation,

Amici

offers another yet example, suggesting that "a water user may need
to file a change to restore his diversion facilities that were
washed out by flood water."

Amici Brief at 33. Recent events

suggest that Amici!s example —
speculation.

and NPCA's

concerns —

are not mere

It is quite conceiveable that the flood which washed

out those diversion works could have been caused by the breaching of
a poorly-situated dam or dike.

And that fated impoundment might

well have been developed pursuant to a change of point of diversion
obtained by the proponent of the dam.

Yet, under Amici's view of

the law, the Engineer would have been required to approve that
change in disregard of protests filed by the owner of the diversion
works, despite his well-supported challenge to suitability of the
site for that fated dam.
Recognizing the demonstrated need for continued —
clarified —

and

authority in the State Engineer to assess public

interest issues presented by change applications, it is unlikely
that clarification of that authority will unsettle legitimate
reliance on established rights.
It is possible that exercise of public interest authority may
inhibit profitable trading in shares of water rights, speculation
24

in water, or accumulations of rights for major projects.

But public

interest limitations on salpfi cl watt r as .1 trade commodity, or to
facilitate major projects, are fully consistent with the State's
Long-standing recognition that the State's waters are "the property
:>f the public."

Furthermure, there is every reason to

relieve that changes designed to facilitate uses complementary to
existing land uses by individual applicants will ordinar.Ir be
ipproved without difficulty, in the absence of conflicts with other
ixisting rights.

The Engineer undoubtedly has authority to create a

•resumption to that effect, by rule or case-by-case, on the ground
hat stable land uses, serve the public interest.
But where changes will provide the basis for substantial new
evelopment proposals that will both consume critical water
esources and impact the values of existing land and water uses,
cnici is apparently seeking freedom to make those decisions "under a
sttled and stable change process" that excludes a broader public
srspective.

Amici Brief at 9 (paragraph 8).

That plea for

itrammeled and exclusive discretion to prescribe Utah's future free
: the constraints of public accountability is not supported, and
lould not be supported, by Utah law.

ited: 20 January 1989
Respectfully submitted,

.iam J. I^efckhart, Attorney for the
National E^rlrks and Conservation Association
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APPENDIX A. PART I
(Examples # 1 —

# 1 4 attached•)

Additional Synopses of Memorandum Decisions
* Emphasizing the "problem of locating water supplies that
would meet the requirements of the Division of Health for
sanitation purposes" for a UP&L generating plant, a change was
approved without resolving protests because it offered "the most
feasible fresh water supply available to the generating plant
facilities." [Example # 4]
* Reasoning that "because of the potential population
growth within the area the water right should be developed,"
with little consideration protestants concern that conflicts
would result from expansion of city water service to new areas
and uses. [Example # 6]
*
Approval "to alleviate a water supply shortage in
Hurricane City . . . " despite recognition that "there is a
possibility of direct interference developing in this aquifer."
[Examples # 8, 9, 10 and 11]
*
Approval to meet the needs of Brianhead ski resort
which had "run out of water during the peak winter use," based on
recognition "that new development will impact our existing
supplies in the state and that these projects must be developed
through existing water rights" and because [the change] appears
to be the only feasible method to develop water for municipal
uses at [Brianhead Town]." [Example # 12]
*
Approval of a change to facilitate an irrigation
company's partial conversion from canal delivery to sprinklers,
on the ground that "it is in the best public interest for the
irrigation company to get the most efficient use of the water . .
. ," despite protests which the Engineer characterized as "based
on the inefficient use of the upper users." [Example # 13]
*
Denial of a change, despite absence of any protests, on
the specific ground (among others) that "it has also been the
policy of the State Engineer not to allow changes in points of
diversion from areas of inferior water quality to areas of
superior water quality," despite the lack of any protest or
showing based on damage to others1 water quality. [Example # 14]

APPENDIX A, PART I
Examples # 1 — # 1 4

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OP THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NO

)
)
)

d-Ll !0r* ( i!*-t>/ )

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application Number a-12305 (35-67) was filed by the United
States of America, Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation on May 27, 1982 to change the nature of use of 210.0 secondfeet of water as evidenced by ownership of Certificate of Appropriation No. 8126 (35-67). Heretofore, the water has been
diverted from the Weber River into the Weber-Provo Diversion
Canal at a point North 1110 feet and East 765 feet from the SW
Corner of Section 21, T1S, R6E, SLB&M. The water has been used
for irrigation, stockwatering and municipal uses by the Extension
Irrigation Company, Provo Reservoir Water User's Company and the
Metropolitan Water District, Hereafter, it is proposed to divert
and use the water as heretofore and in addition for power generation of up to 1500 k.w.
The change application was advertised in the Summit County Bee
from August 5, 1982 through August 19, 1982 and no protests were
received.
The records of the division show Application to Appropriate 56172
(35-5242) was filed by Western Hydro Electric Incorporated on
April 17, 1981 to appropriate up to 500 second-feet of water from
the Weber-Provo Diversion Canal at a point North 1000 feet and
East 750 feet from the SW Corner of Section 21, IS, R6E, SLB&M.
The Weber-Provo Diversion Canal was constructed by the Bureau of
Reclamation to divert water from the Weber River and deliver it
to the Provo River for use by the Extension Irrigation Company
and the Provo Reservoir Water User's Company. Hydroelectric
generation was not included in the original application. Although there is another application to appropriate water from the
canal for non-consumptive power production, it is the opinion of
the State Engineer that the interests of the public may best be
served by having the Bureau of Reclamation have the right to the
use of the water and any benefits derived from hydroelectric
generation on the canal should accrue to the Bureau of Reclamation and/or the users of the consumptive right.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application Number a-12305
(35-67) is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights.
This decision is subject to the
Utah Code Annotated 1953, which
the filing of a civil action in
within sixty-days from the date

provisions of Section 73-31-14,
provides for plenary review by
the appropriate district court
hereof.

Dated this 9th day of March, 1984

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPL1CATION NO. 73-990 (a-13127)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. 73-990 (a-13127) was filed by Cedar City
Corporation to permanently change the point of diversion, place
of use and nature of use of 1922.53 acre-feet of water as evidenced by Water User Claims 73-990 and 73-1001. The water has
been diverted from Duncan and Quitchapa Creeks and used for the
irrigation of 473.1 acresr stockwater for 2f500 sheep and 550
cattle or horses, and the domestic use for one family. By this
change application it is proposed to develop the flow from two
springs tributary to Quitchapa Creek and located in Section 11,
T37Sf R13Wf SLB&M, convey the water by pipeline and use the water
for municipal purposes within the corporate boundaries of Cedar
City. The application was advertised in the Spectrum Record from
May 3 through May 17, 1984 and a protest was received from the
Division of Wildlife Resources.
A hearing was held in the Iron County Courthouse on August 7,
1984 with Henry Bulloch and Bud Bauer representing the applicant
and Wesley Shields, employed by the Division of Wildlife Resources f State of Utah. Cedar City Corporation is developing water
sources under an on-going program to meet the requirements of
continued growth. They are acquiring existing water rights in
areas where it is economically feasible to develop water and
since the subject springs are possible sources they believe that
the project can be completed. The protestant is concerned with
existing riparian wildlife habitat in an otherwise arid mountain
terrain where numerous birds and mammals breed, reproduce and
seek water and cover. They feel that the development of the
springs will diminish the natural flow in the stream and impair
the natural wildlife process.
It is questioned by the State Engineer whether a steady flow sufficient enough to meet the total acre-foot requirements of Cedar
City under this water right can be supported from the two existing spring sources. There are concerns with municipalities in
developing sources of water that will give them the quality and
quantity of water needed for increased demands on the existing
systems and it is recognized that other needs are also important.
It is believed by the State Engineer that this development could
proceed forward with caution and an understanding of the problem.
It will be necessary for Cedar City to work with the Bureau of
Land Management in obtaining proper right-of-way easements and
special use permits and to design the pipeline and storage system
to allow access for wildlife watering in the canyon area. The
placement of watering troughs or ponds in the spring and canyon
areas should offset the development of the springs in terms of
protection for wildlife.

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER 73-990 (a-13127)
Page - 2 It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. 73-990 (a13127) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights, and the condition that a plan be developed with concerned government agencies and Cedar City Corporation to meet wildlife watering requirements and easement problems with the project.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 12th day of October, 1984.

Dee C. Hansen, P.E., State Engineer
DCH:GWS:slm
Mailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 12th day
of October, 1984, to:
Cedar City Corporation
P.O. Box 249
Cedar City, Utah
84720
Utah State Div. Wildlife Resources
c/o Dan Dufphey
1596 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah
84116

Shawna I., Maicolrm, Secretary

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER a-12076 (41-211)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application Number a-12076 (41-211) was filed by the Utah
Board of Water Resources and Sheep Creek Irrigation Company to
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of 350.0
cfs. of water, or 45,730 acre-feet, evidenced by their rights in
the Proposed Determination of Water Rights on the Green River.
The water has been diverted and used for domestic, stockwatering,
fish culture and industrial purposes and from May 1 to October
15 for supplemental irrigation.
It is proposed to divert and use the water the same as heretofore
and, in addition, divert the water at fourteen points to use the
water non-consumptively for hydroelectric power generation. The
application was advertised in the Rock Springs Rocket from February
18, to March 4, 1982, and protests were received from the U.S.
Forest Service and the Utah State Division of Wildlife Resources.
By agreement, a hearing was held on May 21, 1982, in Salt Lake
City, Utah. The applicant stated that there were a number of
places on the system of the Sheep Creek Irrigation Company where
there was sufficient flow and drop in elevation that hydroelectric
power could be generated. No water would be consumed, and the
established uses of the water would remain unchanged. Each of
the fourteen possible diversion points was identified and discussed.
The U.S. Forest Service protested the granting of Diversion Point
Nos. 5 through 13. They contended that the granting of this change
would adversely affect wilderness values, fishery habitat, visual
qualities, federal reserved water rights and state water rights.
They also stated that the pipelines, ditches and transmission
lines would interfere with the use of the land for other purposes
and impair the esthetic value of the land. The areas involved
are on Forest land, and permitting would be required.
The Utah Division of Wildlife Resources protested the granting of
Diversion Point Nos. 9, 10, 11 and 13. They said that the removal
of the water from the natural streams at these points would impair
the fisheries; however, it appeared that some agreement could be
made which would provide for adequate flow to maintain the instream
fisheries.
It is the opinion of the State Engineer that the use of the available water for power generation would be beneficial to the State.
It appears that Point Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 14 can be approved without
affecting either of the protestants. The State Engineer does not
have the authority to grant rights-of-way for the development of
this or any project? therefore, the applicant must secure the necessa:
permits to enter upon the lands of the Forest Service to develop

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER a-12076 (41-211)
Page - 2 most of the remaining sites. He is also of the opinion that sufficient water must remain in the streams to protect the natural
environment and fisheries* While he approves of the development
in general, he believes that the approval should not be extended
to the contested points at this time. However, he does not wish
to withhold all action on the application on the uncontested sites,
and he believes that if the issues can be resolved with the protestants, that they should be allowed the opportunity to develop all
of the sites.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application Number a-12076
(41-211) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights and the following conditions:
1.

This approval shall apply to Point Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and
14 immediately.

2.

Approval of the remaining points shall be reserved by
the State Engineer until agreements have been made with
the protestants for rights-of-way and minimum stream
flows.

3.

Approval for subsequent points of diversion may be made
by the State Engineer by letter to the concerned parties.

This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court within
sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 30th day of July, 1982.

}CH:RFG:slf

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NO. 71-2117 (a-12956)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Application No. 71-2117 (a-12956) was filed by the Bureau of Land
Management to permanently change the place of use and nature of
use of 0.134 cfs. of water from Bulkhead Spring as evidenced by
water user claim 71-2117, Determination of Water Rights Escalante
Valley-Beaver River Adjudication. The water has been used as a
supplemental supply for the stockwater for 600 sheep and 2150
cattle near the source. By this change application it is proposed that the subject spring be developed for the same use of
stockwater, and for sanitation and fire protection at the Utah
Power and Light Geothermal plant in the NE1/4SW1/4, Section 3,
T27S f R9W, SLB&M. The sanitation uses for between 10 and 15 persons will be limited to 1.0 acre-feet of water per year. The
application was advertised in the Beaver County News from January
26 to February 9, 1984 and a protest was filed by Jefferson Mercantile Corp., c/o George Richard Jefferson.
A hearing was held in Beaver, Utah on March 27, 1984. The applicant by agreement with Utah Power and Light Co. has determined
that there is sufficient water supply in the "Bulkhead" Spring to
supply the requirements for sanitation and an emergency fire protection system at the geothermal energy site. The protestant
claims that the supply of water is not available at the subject
spring and that development and use of the water under the proposal would diminish, impair and adversely affect vested water
rights that he has in the Beaver River region.
The State Engineer has reviewed the information and data available that concerns the proposed change and those water rights
referred to by the protestant. There is a problem of locating
water supplies that would meet the requirements of the Division
of Health for sanitation purposes. Shallow wells in this area
would undoubtedly develop water that has been contaminated by the
geothermal fluids and deep wells would be within the energy zone
of the Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA. The "Bulkhead" Spring would
appear to be the most feasible fresh water supply available to
the generating plant facilities.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. 71-2117 (a12956) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights and the proper
rights-of-way, agreements, and use permits from the Bureau of
Land Management.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by

MEMORANDUM DECISION
APPLICATION NUMBER
71-2117 (a-12956)
Page - 2 the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this ?7th day of April, 1984.

Dee C. Hansen, P.E., State Engineer

DCH:GWS:slm
bailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 27th day
•>£ April, 1984, to:
iureau of Land Management
3
.0. Box 724
:edar C i t y , Utah
84720
Jefferson M e r c a n t i l e Corp.
:/o George R. J e f f e r s o n , P r e s .
' . 0 . Box 305
i i l f o r d , Utah
84751

^"""g&awna L. Maxcoinw^Secretary

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE
APPL. NO- a-8481 (25-5014)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-8481 £25-5014) was filed by Doty Farms,
and is now assigned to Marigene Peart and Elaine Smith of Hyde
Park, Utah to change the point of diversion and place of use of
60.0 acre feet of water from an open drain in Cache County, Utah.
Hereafter, the applicant proposes to divert 60.0 acre feet of
water from the Funk-Peart Reservoir located at a point South 1320
feet and East 1515 feet from the W% Corner of Section 33, T14N,
R1E, SLB&M; to be used from April 1 to October 31 for the irrigation of 120.4 acres of land but limited to the sole supply of
34.6 acres of land. This application was advertised in the Herald
Journal beginning July 31 and ending August 14, 1975, and was
protested by Walter I. Thompson. A hearing was held on November 24,
1975 in the Cache County Hall of Justice in Logan, Utah.
The applicant stated that he would like to divide the existing
Funk-Peart Reservoir and pump from his side of the reservoir to
irrigate his farm. The protestant was concerned because if a
new dam was constructed, it could back water up onto his property
adjacent to the reservoir. The applicant agreed to install a
spillway structure in the new dam and that the water level would
not exceed the level that has existed in the Funk-Peart Reservoir.
The State Engineer believes that the protestant would not be
injured if the applicant complies with the conditions herein
described.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-8481
(25-5014) is hereby APPROVED subject tothe prior rights and the
above-mentioned condition, and a copy of the Change Application
is hereby returned to the applicant.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 27th day of July, 1977.

DCH:RMT:dph
cc:

Walter I. Thompson
Richmond, UT 84333

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER a-9930 (65-1660)

)
)
)

UTAH

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application Number a-9930 (65-1660) was filed by the
city of Fairviewf Fairview, Utahf to change the point of diversion
of 3.05 cfs of water as evidenced by ownership of Application
Number 27457a (65-1660). The water was to have been diverted
from a 12-inch wellf 383 feet deepf at a point South 714 feet
and East 81 feet from the N^ Corner of Section 1, T14S, R4E,
SLM and used for the municipal purposes within Fairview City
limits.
Hereafter, 3.05 cfs of water is to be diverted from a 16-inch
well, 650 feet deep, at a point North 3418 feet and East 3419
feet from the SW Corner of Section 31, T13S, R5E, SLM and used
for municipal purposes within Fairview City limits.
The application was advertised in the Mt, Pleasant Pyramid from
January 19, 1978 through February 2, 1978 and was protested by
Gunnison Irrigation Company and Cottonwood Gooseberry Irrigation
Company. Cottonwood Gooseberry Irrigation Company later withdrew their protest. A hearing was held December 13, 1979 in
Manti, Utah. The applicant stated that the water depth in their
existing city well has recessed from a flowing well to a depth
of 60 to 75 feet below the ground surface. Also, Fairview City
is experiencing a population growth and needs additional water
because of the coal industry. The protestants recognized that
the city had a valid water right with which to transfer to this
new well, but objected to the city providing water to any subdivision outside the city limits. It was suggested that the
city require irrigation water transferred within a subdivision
which request culinary hookups.
It is the opinion of the State Engineer that the water right in
tfhich Fairview City intends to transfer to this new well is a
/alid right and has been approved for appropriation prior to
t:his change, and because of the potential population growth wi:hin the area the water right should be developed.
[t is, therefore, ORDERED and Change Application Number a-9930
[65-1660) is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights.
'his decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
ftah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review
>y the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district
ourt within sixty days from the date hereof.
•ated this 22nd day of February, 1980.

Dee C. Hansen, stat-^ Fnninnm.

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION
NUMBER 35425 (81-577) AND CHANGE
APPL. NO. a-11214 (01-577)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Application No. 35425 (81-577) was filed by W. B. Hail, later
assigned to the City of St. George, to appropriate 4.0 cfs. of
water from a well located South 950 feet and East 1800 feet from
the NW Corner of Section 21, T42S, R14W, SLB&M, and to be used
for irrigation of 140 acres, stockwater for 100 cattle and domestic
purposes of one family. The application was not protested, but
has been held by the State Engineer until it was determined that
water was available.
Change Application No. a-11214 (81-577) was filed by the City of
St. George to change the point of diversion, place and nature of
use of 4.0 cfs. of water limited to 843.53 acre-feet of water
to be used for municipal purposes within the corporate boundaries
of St. George City. The application was advertised in the Washington County News from May 8, 1980 through May 22, 1980, and protests were filed by Red Lands Company, Dixie Power and Water, Inc.,
and the City of Washington.
A hearing was held in the Washington County Courthouse on September
18, 1930. In general, the protestants are concerned that the
development of this water possibly will interfere with their
individual supplies of water north of the City of Washington.
Washington City has drilled a well near the proposed point of
diversion for this subject well and feels that there might be
some communication between the wells and would desire protection
to their interest in the water source. They further believe
that the original application under which this change application is proposed describes an area where underground water would
be of a different source and objects to the transfer into another
aquifer. Red Lands Company receives a supply of water from springs
located above Middleton and go on record at the hearing that
they are interested in protecting their source of supply.
The State Engineer has reviewed this matter carefully and believes that there is an opportunity to develop an aquifer that
has not been developed to its potential. At a public meeting
held in September 1979, the policy for this general area was
discussed, and the State Engineer advised the attendees that he
was prepared to consider applications to appropriate water from
the Navajo Sandstone formation that would n6t have an adverse
effect on existing water supplies. The State Engineer is especially
interested in firming up water rights and supplies for the best
public interest or municipal use. This application represents
one of those best interests, and it is believed that the source
can be developed without adversing other water users in this area.

1EM0RANDUM DECISION
APPLICATION NO. 35425 ( 8 1 - 5 7 7 )
:i!ANGE APPLICATION NO. a - 1 1 2 1 4
>AGE - 2 -

(81-577)

t is, therefore, ordered and Application No. 35425 (81-577) is
ereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights and that Change Appliation No, a-11214 (81-577) is hereby APPROVED.
his decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
tah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
he filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
ithin sixty days from the date hereof.
ated this 5th day of November, 198 0.

^fe

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
IH: GWS: dph
iled a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 5th day
November, 198 0, to:
ty of St. George
7 North Bluff Road
. GEORGE UT 84770
ty of Washington
. Franklin H. Staheli, Mayor
D. Box A
3HINGTON UT 84 7 80
cie Power & Water Inc.
. Darrell G. Hafen
c 488
3KINGTON UT 84780
I Lands Company
Nelson W. Clayton
i South 12th East
.T LAKE CITY UT 84102

Debra P. Horrocks, Secretary

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER a-10333 (81-1040)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-10333 (81-1040) was filed to permanently
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of 1.50
cfs. or 362.21 acre feet of water as evidenced by Application No.
39191. The water was approved for use within Section 17, T42S,
R13Wf SLB&M, for irrigation and related purposes. This change
application was advertised in the Washington County News and
there were no protests.
In considering this application, the State Engineer is concerned
with the development of groundwater in this particular aquifer.
Over the past several years there have been claims of interference along the western edge of the Dixie Springs-Sand Mountain
area. The claims have been reviewed and apparently have some
basis. Because of this problem and the number of applications
filed in this same area we are reluctant to intensify this situation throughout the entire basin. We recognize that this application and others have been filed to alleviate a water supply
shortage in Hurricane City and we agree that the proposals can
be approved with a general understanding of the situation and
with conditional approval. Since there is a possibility of direct interference developing in this a^aifer we will place the
applicant on notice that every precaution must be taken to protect the prior and existing water rights in those areas adjacent
to and within this groundwater basin.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-10333 (811040) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior and existing rights
and with the understanding that this area will receive critical
review concerning the groundwater level in the existing wells
and the productions in both the wells and existing springs in
the area. If it becomes evident that the interference has increased action will be taken to correct the problem through the
alternatives described in the Utah Water Code.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 19th day of April, 1979.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
DCH:GWS:ap

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER a-10334 (81-1279)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-10334 (81-1279) was filed to permanently
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of 0.50
cfs. or 153.53 acre feet of water as evidenced by Application No.
41207. The water was approved for use within Section 33, T41S,
R13W, SLB&M, for irrigation and related purposes. This change
application was advertised in the Washington County News and
there were no protests.
In considering this application, the State Engineer is concerned
with the development of groundwater in this particular aquifer.
Over the past several years there have been claims of interference along the western edge of the Dixie Springs-Sand Mountain
area. The claims have been reviewed and apparently have some
basis. Because of this problem and the number of applications
filed in this same area we are reluctant to intensify this situation throughout the entire basin. We recognize that this application and others have been filed to alleviate a water supply
shortage in Hurricane City and we agree that the proposals can
be approved with a general understanding of the situation and
with conditional approval. Since there is a possibility of direct interference developing in this aquifer we will place the
applicant on notice that every precaution must be taken to protect the prior and existing water rights in those areas adjacent
to and within this groundwater basin.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-10$34 (El
1279) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior and existing rights
and with the understanding that this area will receive critical
review concerning the groundwater level in the existing wells
and the productions in both the wells and existing springs in
the area. 1f it becomes evident that the interference has increased action will be taken to correct the problem through the
alternatives described in the Utah Water Code.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
wtihin sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 19th day of A]>I il , , -•; .

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
)CH: GWS : ap

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGF APPL.
NUMBER a-10335 (81-1721)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-10335 (81-1721) was filed to permanently
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of 1.0 cfs.
or 286.75 acre feet of water as evidenced by Application No. 37280-a.
The water was approved for use within Section 31, T41S, R13W, SLB&M
for irrigation and related purposes. This change application was
advertised in the Washington County News and there were no protests.
In considering this application, the State Engineer is concerned
with the development of groundwater in this particular aquifer.
Over the past several years, there have been claims on interference
along the western edge of the Dixie Springs-Sand Mountain area.
The claims have been reviewed and apparently have some basis. Becuase of this problem and the number of applications filed in this
same area, we are reluctant to intensify this situation throughout
the entire basin. We recognize that this applciation and others
have been filed to alleviate a water supply shortage in Hurricane
City and we agree that the proposals can be approved with a general
understanding of the situation and with conditional approval. Since
there is a possibility of direct interference developing in this
aquifer, we will place the applicant on notice that every precaution
must be taken to protect the prior existing water rights in those
areas adjacent to and within this groundwater basin.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-10335 (81-1721
is hereby APPROVED subject to prior and existing rights and with the
understanding that this area will receive above average review concerning the groundwater level in the existing wells and the productions in both the wells and existing springs in the area. If it
becomes evident that the interference has increased, action will
be taken to crrect the problem through the alternatives described
in the Utah Water Code.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 25th day of May, 1979.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
DCH:GWS:lmv

i&EFORE THE fSTATE EH'JINEEH Or 'HIE STAT*: -JF U.«Ah
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPL.
NUMBER a-10336 (81-1722)

)
)
)

AMENDED
MEMORANDUM DECISION

:hange Application No* a-10336 (31-1722) was filed to permanently
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of 1.0 cfs.
>r 258.25 acre feet of water as evidenced by Application No. 37285-a.
The water was approved for use within Section 1, T42S, R14W, SLB&M,
for irrigation and related purposes. This change application was
idvertised in the Washington County News and there were no protests.
!n considering this application, the State Engineer is concerned
'ith the development of groundwater in this particular aquifer.
>ver the past several years, there have been claims of interference along the western edge of the Dixie Springs-Sand Mountain
rea. The claims have been reviewed and apparently have some
asis. Because of this problem and the number of applications
iled in this same area, we are reluctant to intensify this notation throughout the entire basin. We recognize that this apication and others have been filed to alleviate a water supply
hortage in Hurricane City and we agree that the proposals can
e approved with a general understanding of the situation and
ith conditional approval. Since there is a possibility of diset interference developing in this aquifer, we "wilJ place the
pplicant on notice that every precaution must be taken to proset the prior and existing water rights in those areas adjacent
:> and within this groundwater basin.
: is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-10336 (81-1722)
1 hereby APPROVED subject to prior and existing rights and with
te understanding that this area will receive critical review conirning the groundwater level in the existing wells and the
oductions in both the wells and existing springs in the area.
it becomes evident that the interference has increased, action
11 be taken to correct the problem through alternatives described
the Utah Water Code.
is decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
ah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
e filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
thin sixty days from the date hereof.
ted this 26th day of April, 1979.

Dee C« Hansen, State Engineer
t!GWS1Imv

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NOS: a-12265 (75-1514),
and a-12266 (75-1515)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

The above numbered change applications were filed by the Parowan
Reservoir and Irrigation Company to permanently change the point of
diversion, place of use and nature of use of 331.0 acre-feet of water
as evidenced by a portion of water users claim 75-974, Greenwood Deere
2/2/1914. The water has been used for irrigation purposes at or near
Parowan, Utah, but was transferred by previous applications (No. a-56!
75-1514 and a-6655 75-1515) for use at Brianhead, Utah through a longterm lease agreement with Parowan Reservoir and Irrigation Company.
The points of diversion under the previous change applications were
developed but did not produce sufficient water to meet the requirements of this municipality- The applications a-12265 and a-12266
amend the previous proposal and request that additional sources be
included for development. The applications were advertised in the
Iron County Record from May 27, 1982 through June 10, 1982 and objections to the proposal were received from Morris Rasmussen, Parowan
Valley Pumpers Association c/o J. W. Pickett, Oliver D. LeFevre, and
Gilbert and Madelein Tronier.
A hearing was held in the Iron County Courthouse on August 4, 1982.
Harold S. Mitchell, representing the Parowan Reservoir and Irrigation
Company, further supported the applications by explaining the need
for additional sources of water for Brianhead and concluded that
during most of the year the overflow into the natural channel would
generally exceed the amount presently available to them because of
loss through seepage and evaporation. Rex Emenegger, Mayor of Brianhead, described their need for flow sources supported by better stora
facilities. Brianhead has run out of water during the peak winter
use. It is noted that the municipal uses have not exceeded the 331.C
acre-feet under the lease agreement.
Morris Rasmussen, protestant, was concerned that development of watei
at Brianhead will eventually have an impact on the supply of water
to Parowan City and also feels that the irrigation company does not
have a right to sell water. J.W. Pickett, for the Parowan Valley
Pumpers Association, contended that the use of the water during the
winter months by Brianhead is depleting the amount of water available
for recharge in Parowan Valley and as a result will have a negative
effect on the water table used by the valley pumpers. He further
claimed that the Parowan Valley Pumpers Association should have a pa:
in the negotiations for water with Brianhead. Oliver LeFevre, protei
tant, believed that development of certain springs in the Brianhead
area will have an adverse effect on water that he claims on land
adjacent to Brianhead. The record of this office does not support
his claim to water rights but does allude to a right set aside as an
issue in the general adjudication of water rights for Parowan Valley
Gilbert and Madelein Tronier object to the piping of natural stream

/

*4»>

MEMOPAKIPPM DEC.lf,TON
CHANGE AMPLICATION
NUMBERS a-12265 (75-1514),
and a-12266 (75-1515)
Page - 2 flow normally crossing their property. They state that the loss of
this water will reduce the value of the property.
The State Engineer is aware of the problems in water supplies and
levelopment in the Parowan Valley drainage- It is a concern to him
:hat ground water tables have declined in southwestern Utah and that
mumping costs have raised further, reducing the agricultural profit.
r
.t is, however, obvious that new development will impact our existing
supplies in the state and that these projects must be developed through
ixisting water rights. The agreement between Parowan Reservoir and
irrigation Company and Brianhead Town appears to be the only feasible
\ethod to develop water for municipal uses at that location. Under
he doctrine of prior rights it would be impossible to transfer voters
>f a lesser priority to the upper reaches of this drainage area so
t is essential that we consider only the earliest priority available,
y the subject applications the reservoir company has agreed to reduce
he previous usage (irrigation in the valley) by the amount sought
or development at Brianhead. The recharge water could now appear
uring the spring or summer months because of that reduction in use.
he protestants, from evidence submitted or on record, will not have
ny of their legal rights violated. None of them appear on the records
s owners of established water rights, and if there are other probsms, such as right-of-ways or special land use permits then it becomes
matter that Parowan Reservoir and Irrigation Company and Brianhead
Dwn must work out individually with those owners.
: is, therefore, ordered and Change Application Numbers a-12265
75-1514) and a-12266 (75-1515) are hereby APPROVED, subject to prior
Lghts and particularly those of the protestants, and the understandlg that this approval does not give the irrigation company or Briansad Town necessary rights-of-way.
tis
>de
a
om

decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14, Utah
Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by the filing
civil action in the appropriate district court within sixty days
the date hereof.

ted this 30th day of August, 1982.

i:GWS:slf

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER a-12133

(25-6109)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application Number a-12133 (25-6109) was filed by Smithfield
Irrigation Company to change the place of use of 33.5 cfs. of water
out of Summit Creek to include parts of Sections 4, 5, the west part
of Section 3, T12N, R1E, SLB&M, part of Sections 20, 21, 26, 27, 28,
29, 32, 34, all of 33, T13N, R1E, SLB&M. The change application was
advertised in the Herald Journal beginning May 20, 1982 and ending
June 3, 1982, and subsequently was protested by Cache Valley Chinchilla Corporation, c/o Thad Erickson, and Hammer Canal Company,
c/o Marlin Tombs.
A hearing was held in Logan, Utah August 26, 1982. Dale Nilson,
a representative for the applicant stated that they were considering
a gravity sprinkler system. In addition to the best right in Summit
Creek, they have water rights in several wells and shares in two
other canals. The application is not an attempt to expand the acreage; rather, if the gravity sprinkler system goes in, the Summit
Creek will irrigate different acreage, i.e., some that the wells
have served in the past, and likewise, the canal and well water
will irrigate some of the acreage that the creek presently serves.
Marlin Toombs for the Hammer Canal Company stated that most of their
water is from eleven springs and return flow. He stated that the
springs increase in flow after the irrigation season has begun and
believes that they are largely fed from percolation from flood
irrigation.
Cache Valley Chinchilla Corporation was not represented; however,
Thad Erickson sent a letter stating he was on military assignment
in Germany and could not attend. He further stated he believes
that some of the springs they have rights to would be depleted if
the company goes to sprinkler irrigation; however, he stated they
also have a right out of Summit Creek, and water would remain in
the creek longer as a result of a gravity sprinkler system. He
stated he would like his acreage to be included within the company's
boundaries and some of their water rights transported through the
Smithfield Irrigation Company's pipeline.
The State Engineer believes that the protest of Cache Valley Chinchilla Corporation is asking for consideration falling beyond the
scope of his statutory authority. The regulation and delivery
of the company water is strictly a matter for the company, its
stockholders and directors to consider. As far as the protest
of the Hammer Canal Company, the State Engineer believes that if
indeed the springs are largely fed from percolation from flood
irrigation, their water rights are based on the inefficient use
of the upper users. The Hammer Canal has a high water right in
Summit Creek and the installation of a more efficient delivery
system should leave more water in Summit Creek longer in the year

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER a-12133 (25-6109)
Page - 2 which may offset any depletion i11 the spring.
The State Engineer believes it is in the best public interest for
the irrigation company to get the most efficient use of the water
and, therefore^ believes the application should be approved.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application Number a-12133
(25-6109) is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights, specifically
those of the protestants.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14, Utah
:ode Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by the
riling of a civil action in the appropriate district court within
>ixty days from the date hereof.
)ated this 15th day of October, 1982.

Dee C. Hansen

ate Engineer

CH:RMT:slf
ailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 15th day
f October, 1982, to:
[nithfield Irrigation Company
/o Dale Nilson
6 West 4 South
nithfield, Utah
84335
ammer Canal Company
10 North 400 West
>gan, Utah
84321
iche Valley Chinchilla Corp.
'o Thad Erickson, President
*D, Box 16A
dthfield, Utah
84335

elius, Secretary

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CHANGE APPLICATION
NUMBER a-12633 (15-1934)
Page - 2 It is the opinion of the State Engineer that approval of the subject change application would result in significant localized
interference with previously identified rights in the proximity
of the proposed well. Furthermore, it would diminish the flow available to all established rights between the proposed diversion point
and the historical diversion points since the applicant proposes to
move a substantial distance upstream in the ground water system. It ~~1
has also been the policy of the State Engineer not to allow changes
j
in points of diversion from areas of inferior water quality to areas
|
of superior water quality. It is also the position of the State
/
Engineer that if the original application to appropriate, which was _J
approved in 1975 had included the point of diversion outlined in
the change that the application would not have been approved because
the area was and still is under an administrative hold, and the applications with senior filing dates in the general area are still being
held pending approval.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-12633
is hereby REJECTED.

(15-1934)

This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14, Utah
Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court within sixty
days from the date hereof.
Dated this 14th day of October, 1983.

Dee C. Hansen, P.E., State Engineer
DCH:RBH:slm
Mailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 14th day
of October, 1983, to:
Boyd Warr
4 78 7 North Toms Lane
Erda, Utah
84074

awna L. M^lco^m, Secretary

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLIriON NUMBER a-12633

(15-1934)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

inge Application Number a-12633 (15-1934) filed by Boyd Warr
>ks the right to change the point of diversion and place of use
1.5 cfs. of water as evidenced by ownership of Application No.
)20. Heretofore, the 1.5 cfs. of water was to be diverted from
lug well located at a point South 1050 feet and West 1000 feet
>m the NE Corner, Section 8, T2S, R6W, SLB&M and from a proposed
-inch diameter well, 100 to 300 feet deep, located at a point
ith 2400 feet and West 1100 feet from the NE Corner, Section 8,
I, R6W, SLB&M. The water was to be used for irrigation of 900
•es in the E^NE^, Section 8, T2S, R6W, SLB&M.
eafter, it is proposed to divert the 1.5 cfs. of water from a
inch diameter well, 80 to 300 feet deep, located at a point
th 300 feet and West 1980 feet from the Eh Corner, Section 35,
, R5W, SLB&M. It is proposed to use the water for irrigation
90.0 acres in the W^NE^ f Section 35, T2S, R5W, SLB&M.
change application was advertised in the Tooele Transcript
m April 21, 1983 through May 5, 1983 and no protests were reved.
records of the State Engineer show the following wells to be
ated in the proximity of the proposed diversion point as
lows:
1.

WUC 15-1721 located some 650 feet SW of the proposed
well.

2.

WUC 15-1771 for two wells located some
e TTTO f e e t
and 600 feet SW of the proposed well.

3.

WUC 15-360 for two wells located some 1800 feet NE
and 1800 feet east of the proposed well.

4

WUC 15-412 located some 1900 feet East of the proposed
well.

5.

WUC 15-459 located some 1850 feet East of the proposed
well.

REJECTED
SE

iview of "Ground Water Conditions in Tooele Valley Utah 1976-73"
.ished as Technical Publication No. 69, State of Utah Department
latural Resources - 1981 show the direction of ground water move: to be in a northerly direction towards the Great Salt Lake,
toted on the application, it is proposed to move the point of
irsion some ten miles to the southeast.

APPENDIX A. PART II
(Examples # 1 5 —

# 24 attached,)

Additional Synopses of Memorandum Decisions
* Approval of a change "based on the merits of the proposal
and the feasibility of the project" with no express assessment of
other rights. [Example # 16]
* Heavy emphasis on "the problems in this area concerning
supplies of water for municipal use." Although protests were
withdrawn based on conditions imposed to protect prior rights,
the decision clearly rested on "some urgency in developing the
sources of water that will meet municipal standards and it is
proper that sufficient latitude be allowed to accomplish that
development with assurance that the existing and prior rights are
protected." [Example # 18]
* Where protestants were concerned only if approval might
"set a precedence and other were allowed to do the same," the
Engineer approved on the basis of hydrologic predictions and
because "the granting of an application does not set precedence
or policy." [Example # 19] But where there were no protests, and
the Engineer's hydrologic assessment showed only "small effect"
on the proposed source, the Engineer disapproved because "the
precidence [sic] established by an approved transfer would
encourage others to attempt the same type of transfer to the
point that the effect would be significant." [Example # 20]
* Approval of change based on extremely detailed review of
hydrologic conditions pointing up uncertainty whether proposed
new well was supplied by existing sources involving potential
conflict or by other unappropriated sources. [Example # 24]

APPENDIX A, PART II
Examples # 1 5 — # 24

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION
NUMBER a-12073 (85-772)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Application Number a-12073 (85-772) was filed to permanently change
the point of diversion of 8.0 cfs. of water allocated to Kanab City
Corporation in Kane County, Utah. The water has been designated for
development from a well described in the SW^NE% of Section 9, T4 2S,
R7W, SLB&M, and by this change application the city is requesting
permission to drill 4 wells at sites located in Sections 18, 19, 30
and 32, T42S, R6W, SLB&M. The application was advertised in the
Southern Utah News from February 11 through February 25, 1982, and
protests were received from: Kanab Irrigation Company, Orval Robinson,
Preston Bunting, Fred Heaton, Norris Brown, Ronnow Bunting, and Elson
Riggs and 13 others. A hearing was held in the Kane County Courthouse
on June 30, 1982.
\t this hearing, Kanab City reiterated their reasons for the additional well sites indicating that financing for the project had been
tentatively approved by the Board of Water Resources and that the
:ity had a real need for additional supply of water into their system.
The application to appropriate upon which this water right is based
tfas approved more than 14 years ago, and it is very apparent that
:he city must pursue the completion of the development with all "due
liligence."
?he protestants, in general, are concerned with the potential of
lirect interference to their supply of water in the irrigation system.
?hey feel that additional wells in the Kanab Creek or its tributaries
rcmld create interference to that supply and cause a hardship to
.he stockholders of the irrigation company. The protestants further
:laim that the application was incorrectly advertised concerning
he location of the original well site. A survey of the well,
ocally known as the "Red Knoll Well11, has been made and the record
•f the State Engineer is incorrect. The well has been recorded at
point West 1980 feet and South 1980 feet from the NE Corner, Section
, T42S, R7W, SLB&M, and it is actually located a mile south within
he SW%NE% of Section 16, T42S, R7W, SLB&M. However, in running
levations and grades to the well it has been determined to be on
he hydrologic drainage break between the Virgin River and the Kanab
reek drainages. The application when it was filed in 1963 was
orrectly coded in the Kanab-Johnson Creek area since most of the
ctivity directly affecting the development is situated in that drainge. It is noted in the records of the State Engineer that several
pplications changing the status on portions of the original appliation have been filed, and the location of the "Red Knoll Well" has
Dt been a point of controversy.
t the hearing, Wendell Heaton, President of the Kanab Creek Irrigation
Dmpany, stated that they protested the application to protect their
listing water rights but thought that opposing the city development
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support this position and are willing to wait and see if there are
any changes to the irrigation supply following the development and
use of the city wells.
The State Engineer is aware of the problems existing in this particula
area of Utah. It is a real concern that the municipalities develop
sufficient water supply to satisfy present commitments and future
growth patterns. It is also a concern that the existing water rights
of irrigation companies and individuals be protected, utilizing the
optimum methods of conservation in the use of water. There are,
effectively, no official records covering the use of the irrigation
water except for the past few years. A gaging station records the
water flowing in Kanab Creek above the irrigation company diversion
but does not account for the flow of water going in to the irrigation
system. It would be impossible, at this time, to state whether the
development of the present city wells have impaired the flow of Kanab
Creek. If there is unappropriated water that could be developed in
bedrock in this drainage, the city should be given the opportunity
to drill and pump the subject wells to make that determination. In
the event an interference pattern develops, those prior and existing
water rights must be protected. It is the opinion of the State Engine
that a reasonable effort must be allowed to test the Navajo Sandstone
aquifer for municipal and industrial water supplies, recognizing that
the time limitation for development under this application is very
limited.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application Number a-12073
(85-772) is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights, and to a proper
right of way or use permit with the land owner on which the wells
are to be located. All efforts must be made to monitor the drilling
and testing of these wells to insure that the existing rights involve*
are protected.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14, Utah
Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court within sixty
days from the date hereof.
Dated this 27th day of August, 1982.

Dee C. Hansen, P.E., State Engineer
DCH:GWS:slf

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER.OF THE STATE OF UTAH
EN THE MATTER OF CHANGE
\PPL. NUMBER a-9144 (81-38)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

:hange Application No. a-9144 was filed by Finley M. and Ruth Judd,
tnd is now owned by Harold Blackmore, (h interest) and A. Warren
tnd Shirley Lund Rogers {% interest) ,. to permanently change the
>oint of diversion and place of use of 1.0 cfs. of water as
videnced by Segregation Application No. 48 51-a, Cert. No. 1718,
81-38). Heretofore, the water has been diverted from Ash Creek
ithin Section 35, T4 0S, R13W, SLB&M; and used for irrigation
ithin Section 14, T41S, R13W, SLB&M and used within Sections
2, and 23, T41S, R13W, SLB&M. The application was filed on
eptember 30, 1976,and was advertised in the Washington County
ews during October and November 197 6, and protests were filed
y the City of Hurricane and the City of LaVerkin.
hearing regarding this matter was held in the Washington County
Durthouse on April 14, 1977. The protestants object to the
pplication because they feel that the right has been lost by
Dn-use, questioning the basic water right as certified and claim
lat the proposal is for speculative purposes.
le applicants produced a copy of an approved temporary change
^plication filed in 1967, indicating that the water right was
>ed during the 1967 season for irrigation within Sections 30
id 31, T41S, R13W, SLB&M. Information on said temporary change
>plication indicates that temporary changes were also filed
i 1963, 1964 and 1965. The State Engineer recognizes that a
srtificate of appropriation was issued on the subject water
id that if there is a reason for questioning the non-use claim
iat the burden of proof will be with the protestants in this
tter. There has not been sufficient proof submitted at this
int to substantiate the claim of non-use.
is the opinion of the State Engineer that this change applicaon can be approved based on the merits of the proposal and
e feasiblity of the project, and the approval will be made
bject to prior rights and the development must be made in a
nner that will assure proper distribution of the water on the
h Creek portion of the Virgin River Drainage system.
is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-9144 (81-38)
hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights and the following
iditions:
1.

The applicants will only divert water at the proposed point of diversion when the water is available
to them under the priority of September 5, 1912.

Change Application No- a-9144 (81-35)
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2.

The applicants shall equip the diversion point
with the proper control gate and measuring device
to insure an accurate measurement of the water
when being delivered under subject water right.

3.

This right is limited to the irrigation of 36.70
acres.

This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, v/hich provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 28th day of September, 1977.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
DCH:GWS:dph
cc:
cc:
cc:
cc:

City of LaVerkin
LaVerkin UT 84745
Mr. Paul Thurston
Hurricane UT 84737
City of Hurricane
Hurricane UT 84737
Pearl DeWitt
Toquerville UT 84774

Gentlemen*

Rfit CiiAMUE APPLICATIONS NOS. a-2632, a-26Q3j a-2634
and a-2685*

This letter will serve as notice to all interested parties of the
decision of the State Engineer with respect to each of the above numbered
applications. These applications propose to change the direct flow rights
into storage and the nature of use to include uses incidental and incident
to the mining of coal and the manufacturing of coke, said rights affected
therety having been changed by other approved change applications from
irrigation and other incidental stock-watering uses to doraeotic and municipal, and in the case of Change Application No. a-2634, incidental irrication is also now included therein, except that Change Application No. a-2633
is amendatory to Application Mo« 19136 which was filed to appropriate a
direct flow for domestic and municipal uses. The above numbered change
applications change the place and nature of use to include the mining uses.
The applications were protested and a hearing was held in the State
Capitol, Salt Lake City, Utah, on Tuesday, August 7$ 1956. Since the hearing rights of George M. Biggs and Lena Peterson lCnight have been purchased
by the applicants and their protests can be deeawd withdrawn. However, the
protests filod by Athena Demetra Kontas, who represents applicants of Applicationtfo.13333* and b/ Edward L. Holland, applicant of Application No,
15052, still require our consideration. However, the protest of Edward Lee
Holland appears to be based upon Application No. 15052, and it is stated
here that this application now bears a priority date of January 26, 1957*
for the reason that a request for extension of time was received after the
date upon which proof of appropriation was due. It further appears that
Applications Nos. 159&0, 15075 and 13333* whic , are applications to appropriate
from Grassy Trail Creek, should be given consideration in this matter, although Applications Nos. 15960 and 15075 were not represented by protestants.
Chan;e Application No. a-2683 and Application No. 19136, which it
amends, present no problem as the priority here is junior to the protestanto
and no water could be stored until the rights of the protestants were fully
satisfied. However, we are disinclined to approve one of these change
applications, unless we can approve all of them, as questions of feasibility
would then enter the picture; and we will, therefore, take concerted action
as to all four applications in the manner and for the reasons as hereinafter
set forth.
The real problem arises from the attempt to change a direct flow
right into a storage right for doaestio, municipal and incidental industrial uses, and toe most serious aspect of this proposal would be the

•a-

June 5, 1957

United States Steel Corporation
denial to the lower users of the return flow that they have had the benefit
of in the past, particularly as the original use prior to previous changes
by change applications were primarily for irrigation. Wo are convinced
that the recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Utah, namely, East Bench
Irrigation Company v. Deseret Irrigation Company, 271 P. 2dt 449* Provo
Bench Canal Company v. Linke, 296 P. 2d# 723* and East Bench Irrigation
Company v. State of Utah, 300 P. 2d. 603* require that our approval of these
change applications be withheld until the applicants have complied with one
of two alternative conditions•
*e shall require of the applicants a comprehensive study and report
showing the amount of water actually consumed by the use being made when the
Whitmore Decree was entered, and our approval will then be limited to that
amount of water and we will require t/ at the remainder be left in the channel to make up the rotum flow to which the lower user3 are entitled. We
should invite attention to the Provo Bench case for an illustration of the
type of report that we are seeking, and all three cases above referred to
are authority that a cliange application may not deprive a lower user of the
return flow upon which ho has n»de his appropriation*
The alternative condition to which we have alluded is contained in the
language of the third paragraph of Section 73-3-3* Utah Code /annotated, 1953*
which x*ead8 as follows: "Applications for either permanent or temporary
changes shall not be rejected for the sole reason that 3uch enange would impair vested rights of others, but, if otherwise proper, they may be approved
as to part of the water involved or upon .condition that such conflictin/t
rights be acquired" « We have underlined the appropriate language ana believe
the paragraph quoted to need no further elucidation*
We would refer the parties to the prior approval of Change Applications
Nos. a-1686, a-1687 and a-1683, involving the same rights, and to the conditions attached to that approval which reads in part as follows: "If protestante
establish in a competent judicial tribunal that they have vested rights to
the source from which they claim the right to use water, then the applicant
must at that time acquire those rights or diminish the quantity of water chang*
so as to leave those rights unimpaired"• The action now taken embodies the
same views but shifts the burden of moving forward*
it may, therefore, be noted that the above numbered change applications will be approved as to a part of the water involved, after the report
hereinabove referred to has been compiled and submitted, or as to all of the
water if the conflicting rights are acquired*
It is our opinion that the above constitutes a ruling of the State
Engineer that is subject to appeal and all parties are, therefore* referred

Uhited States Steel Corporation

June 5, 1957

to Section 73-3-14* Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides that a person
aggrieved by a decision of the State Engineer may idthin sixty days from
date thereof file a oivil action in the appropriate district court for a
plenary review thereof•
lours truly,

Wayne D. Criddle
STATU EMUINiiER.
RBP/ig
cc - Mr. John W. Galbreath
P.O. Box 806
Dragerton, Utah
cc • Mr. Calvin A. Behle
Attorney-at-Law
Kearns Hidg«,
Salt Lake City, Utah

cc - Mr. hric V. Boornsan
At torney-at-Law
P.O. Box 269
Salt Lake City, Utah

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE
APPL. NUMBER a-9104 (81-1602)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-9104 (81-1602) was filed by LaVerkin
Town, a Municipal Corporation, to permanently change the point
of diversion, place and nature of use of 1.0 cfs. of water as
evidenced by a deeded portion of Award 86v Virgin River Decree.
Heretofore, the water has been diverted from the Virgin River
and used for irrigation within the distribution system of the
LaVerkin Bench Canal Company. This application proposes that the
1.0 cfs. of water be diverted from Ash Creek Springs, Upper
Ash Creek Springs, and Toquerville Springs, which are tributary
to the Virgin River, for municipal use in LaVerkin Town. The
application was filed September 10, 1976, and advertised in the
Washington County News during October 1976. Protests were filed
by Toquerville Town, Toquerville Irrigation Company, and Hurricane City.
A hearing regarding this application was held in the Washington
County Courthouse on April 14, 1977. The protestants are concerned that additional development in the Toquerville Springs
would impair and overappropriate the supply of the springs to
which they, the protestants, have a right. Additional testimony
taken at this hearing clarified the point that LaVerkin Town did
not intend to develop the water from Toquerville Springs and
furnished evidence that the Ash Creek Springs in Section 11 had
additional water, of potable quality, that could be developed
for municipal use. It is the intention of LaVerkin Town to
release the 1.0 cfs. of water at a point on the Virgin River in
exchange for 1.0 cfs. of water to be diverted from those springs
described in Section 11, T41S, R11W, SLB&M, being tributary to
Ash Creek. The protestants withdrew their objection to the
application with the clarification and understanding that the
change will be made subject to prior rights.
The State Engineer has reviewed this matter and is cognizant
of the problems in this area concerning supplies of water for
municipal use. There is some urgency in developing the sources
of water that will meet municipal standards and it is proper
that sufficient latitude be allowed to accomplish that development with assurance that the existing and prior rights are
protected. It is the opinion of the State Engineer that this
change application can be approved subject to certain conditions
that will make the administration of the project possible.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-9104
(81-1602) is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights and the
following conditions:

Change Application No. a-9104 (81-1602)
Memorandum Decision
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That the water must be available at the point of
diversion on the Virgin River where it has been
diverted heretofore to satisfy that priority before
any water can be diverted from the Ash Creek Springs.
Prior rights on this sytem must be satisfied before
this exchange can be executed.
That LaVerkin Town will correlate closely with the
Virgin River Water Commissioner on the distribution
of this water as it concerns the release of water on
the Virgin River and pumping water from the Ash Creek
Springs.
3.

That proper measuring devices and/or permanent recording devices shall be installed on the.two diversions to insure accurate and correct water delivery
records.

'his decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Jtah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary reviev; by
.he filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
dthin sixty days from the date hereof.
lated this 28th day of September, 1977.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
CH:GWS:dph
Toquerville Town
Toquerville UT 84774
Toquerville Irrigation Company
Toquerville UT 84774
Hurricane City
c/o Irville Isom
78 West Harding Avenue
Cedar City UT 84720

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE
APPL. NO. a-8714 (75-1512)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Appl. No. a-8714 (75-1512) was filed by Paul Beck and
Carl R. Croft of Cedar City, Utah to permanently change the point
of diversion, place and nature of use of 4.0 ac. ft. of water
as evidenced by a deeded portion of Seg. Appl. No. 20263a (75-67).
The water has been diverted from a well or wells in Sections
33 and 34, T33Sf R9W, SLB&M, and used for irrigation purposes.
Hereafter, it is proposed that the water be diverted from a well
in Sec. 36, T33S, R8W, SLB&M and be used for domestic purposes
of 5 families and stockwatering of 13 horses. The change application was advertised in the Iron County Record from January 22,
through February 5, 1976 and was protested by the Paragonah
Canal and the Town of Paragonah. A hearing regarding this matter
was held in the Iron County Courthouse on April 26, 1976.
The protestants are mutually concerned that the sources of supply
of water that they are dependent upon will be affected by the
development of wells in the canyon area within the Red Creek
Drainage. They are not necessarily concerned over the development of the 4.0 ac. ft. proposed under this change application
but would be concerned if it set a precedence and others were
allowed to do the same. They further feel that any water used
within the canyon area is water that normally contributes to their
supply and if that water is to be used at the proposed site, then
they, the protestants, should receive some compensation for the
loss.
The policy for administering the water rights in Parown Valley
considers the two sources of water, surface and underground, to
be inseparable since the surface forms the major source of recharge to the ground water basin. It is conceiveable by the
hydrology and the geology of this area that an undetermined amount
of water recharges or percolates to the ground water basin without
coursing down the natural surface channels, and presumable, it
is this water in which the applicants wish to develop their
4.0 ac. ft. The State Engineer would be very concerned if the
proposed transfer included a large amount of water right and uses
but based on the individual merit of Change Appl. No. a-8714, he
would only be concerned if in developing the well, it interfered
directly with the sources of water described under the protestants claims or any other prior rights. The granting of an application does not set precedence or policy, and since the State
Engineer can approve this type of change application with certain
requirements, it is believed that an effort must be made by all
water users concerned to allow the fullest and most beneficial
use of this natural resource.

/
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t is, therefore, ordered and Change Appl. No. a-8714 (75-1512)
3 hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights and the following
:>nditions:
1.

2.

The well will be drilled by a reputable well driller
licensed in the State of Utah and that prior to the
placement of any perforations that a log of said well
will be filed with the State Engineer for study. The
State Engineer will advise the applicants on the placement of those perforations based on the geology and
hydrology encountered,
Because the 4.0 ac. ft. of water involved is a deeded
portion of an irrigation right", it is further ordered
that a totalizing water meter be placed on the well so
that a record can be kept on the flow of the well and
the total amount of water pumped.

is decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
ah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
2 filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
thin sixty days from the date hereof.
:ed this 30th day of June, 1976,

Hansen, State Engineer
:GWS:jb
Town of Paragonah
c/o Ivan S. Robb
Paragonah, Utah 84760
Paragonah Canal Company
c/o A. Dale Robinson,
Paragonah, Utah 84760

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER a-10988 (73-2407)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application No. a-10988 (73-2407) was filed by Clark
Livestock Company, 273 North 400 West, Cedar City, Utah 84720,
to permanently change the point of diversion, place and nature
of use of 20.0 acre-feet of water as evidenced by a portion
of Application No. 23640 (73-410). The water has been used
for irrigation from a well located in Section 36, T34S, RllW,
SLB&M, and is now being proposed for development from five (5)
springs all within Section 24, T37S, R10W, SLB&M for recreation
use and sanitation within Sections 13 and 24, T37S, R10W, SLB&M.
The application was advertised in the Iron County Record from
November 15, 1979 to November 29, 1979, and there were no protests.
The State Engineer has reviewed the proposed change application
and notes that the location describing the five springs is within
the Coal Creek drainage area. The 20 acre-feet sought to be
changed by this application would have a small effect on the
total supply of water flowing in Coal Creek, but the precidence
established by an approved transfer would encourage others to
attempt the same type of transfer to the point that the effect
would be significant. The policy of the State Engineer in this
area has been to reject all transfers that would or could impact
the surface supply in the Coal Creek hydrologic system and thereby
impair the primary water rights on that stream.
It is the opinion of the State Engineer that the subject change
application must be denied based on that policy and that arrangements for water at the recreational location should be
secured from other sources that are considered to be a part of
the primary flow mentioned.
It is, therefore, ordered, and Change Application No. a-10988
(73-2407) is hereby REJECTED.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 20th day of June, 1980.

DCH:GWS:dph

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE

)
)
MEMORANDUM DECISION
APPLICATION NO. a-10557 (59-4137) )
Change Application No. a-10557 (59-4137) was filed by Peterson
Brothers, 1636 West 11745 South, Riverton, Utah 84065, on
January 4, 1979, to change 0.015 cfs. of water to be diverted
hereafter from a six-inch well located at a point South 767.35
feet and East 100 feet from the NW Corner of Section 11, T4S,
R2W, SLB&M, to be used for the domestic purposes of one family,
stockwatering of three cattle and one horse, and for the irrigation of 0.25 acres of land. The change application was advertised
Ln the Deseret News from June 28, 1979 through July 12, 197 9, and
tfas protested by the Herriman Pipeline Company and the Rose Creek
Crrigation Company on the grounds that development under the
:hange application will interfere with the protestants1 rights.
?he protestants subsequently informed the Division of Water Rights
ihat they had decided to waive their right to a protest hearing,
accordingly, the State Engineer did not hold a hearing in the
\atter.
'he State Engineer has reviewed technical publications on groundwater conditions in Southwestern Salt Lake County and it is his
•pinion that there is limited unappropriated water still availble in this part of the groundwater reservoir. Furthermore, in
iew of the fact that the applicant's proposed well site is
ocated downstream from the lowest diversion of surface water
n Rose Canyon and is located at a relatively large distance
rom the protestants1 wells, it is the opinion of the State
ngineer that the quantity of water under this change applicaion can be appropriated without causing interference with
xisting rights.
t is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-10557
59-4137) is hereby APPROVED subject to all prior rights and
articularly those of the protestant.
lis decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
:ah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
le filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
Lthin sixty days from the date hereof.
ited this 30th day of May, 1980.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
H:EDF:dph

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER a-9543 (59-4078)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Change Application Number a-9543 (59-4078), was filed by Cora B.
Hamilton, now assigned to Robert D. and JoAnn Jeppson, Salt Lake
City, Utah on June 6, 1977 to change 0,015 second-feet of water to
be diverted hereafter from an 8-inch diameter well, located at
a point South 565 feet and East 2315 feet from the North \ Corner,
Section 4, T4S, R2W, SLB&M, and to be used for the domestic
purposes for one family, stockwater for 1000 sheep and for the
irrigation of 0.25 acres of land. The change application was
advertised in the Jordan Valley Sentinal from September 22 through
October 6, 1977, and was protested by the Kerriman Pipeline Company
and the Rose Creek Irrigation Company on the grounds that development under the change application will interefere with the protestants1 rights.
The protestants subsequently informed the Division of Water Rights
that they had decided to waive their right to a protest hearing.
Accordingly, the State Engineer did not hold a hearing in the
matter.
The State Engineer has reviewed technical publications on groundwater conditions in Southwestern Salt Lake County and it is his
opinion that there is limited unappropriated water still available
in this part of the groundwater reservoir. Furthermore, in veiw
of the fact that the applicant's proposed well site is located
downstream from the lowest diversion of surface water in Rose
Canyon and is located at a relatively large distance from the
protestant's wells, it is the opinion of the State Engineer that
the quantity of water under this change application can be appropriated without causing interference with existing rights.
It is, therefore, ORDERED, and Change Application Number a-9 543
(59-4078) is hereby APPROVED subject to all prior rights and
particularly those of the protestant.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this

12th day of October, 1979.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
DCH:EDF:pmh

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
¥ THE MATTER OF APPLICATION
JMBER CHANGE a-7391 (77-463)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

lange Application Number a-7391 was filed by South Creek Primary
i) Water User's Association, Inc., to permanently change the point
: diversion of 5.143 second-feet or 1321.20 acre-feet of water
; evidenced by Award 60a of the Beaver River Decree. The water
is been diverted from South Creek at points in Section 34, T29S,
W, SLB&M and Section 2, T30S, R7W, SLB&M, and used for the
.pplemental irrigation of 392.40 acres of land, limited to 330.30
res. Under this change application, it is proposed that the
me amount of water be diverted from South Creek the same as
retofore and from a well to be located North 800 feet and West
0 feet from the Southeast Corner, Section 34, T29S, R7W, SLB&M.
e application was advertised in the Beaver Press from October 28,
76 through November 11, 197 6, and protests were filed by Calvin
rdley, Paul A. Smith, Albert J. Smith and Dale N. Harris.
hearing regarding this matter was held in the Beaver County
urthouse, Beaver, Utah. The applicant, representing "a" water
srs on South Creek, filed this application to add a supplental supply to the existing surface source of water. It is
sir intention to use the water from the well whenever the supply
Dm the surface fails to meet the needs of the primary users on
is stream. It is their claim that on the average, the supply
water from South Creek does not flow sufficiently to cover
* irrigated lands under said stream*
^ protestants, in part, are concerned that the development of
*ell in this area will have an effect on existing spring rights
>n which they are dependent for part of their water rights,
ler protestants are concerned that the water developed in the
.1 for the "a" users will not be used beneficially and it will
: be feasible to convey the water the distances proposed under
i company system.
.s request is not unlike many others that have been received
sn though this application has been on record for a number of
rs. The series of dry years have left the surface water users
h less than the amount of water decreed to their users. The
ught of 1977 brought this matter sharply to everyonefs attenn, especially those employed to administer the water in the
te of Utah. The State Engineer is concerned with the problem
declining supplies of water that not only affect the surface
er users but also those relying upon the underground source
supply. The surface water and groundwater in the Beaver
ley are closely connected, and studies have shown much of the
h or early run-off that is distributed near the upper elevations
the system assist in supplying the water to the lower part of
system later in the irrigation season. Therefore, it is
ieved that this proposal might have a reverse effect where the
is left by pumping the proposed well will int£d?e£pt the surface
* before it has the opportunity to sati^fjfN^FeVlower and
Dr appropriators.
_ ^ \ V* V I V
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Page - 2 It is the opinion of the State Engineer and his staff that an
application of this nature cannot be supported and must be denied
in order to protect the prior rights and also those individuals
who have filed applications to appropriate and have been denied
the opportunity to develop groundwater. After careful consideration
of the evidence and information compiled in the Beaver Valley
through several hydrologic studies, it is believed that this
change application would have the effect of a new appropriation
contrary to the present policy for this drainage area. The
right must stand on those limitations described under Award 60a
of the Beaver River Decree and the surface flow that is available.
It isf therefore, ORDERED and Change Application Number a-7391
(77-463) is hereby REJECTED and a copy of the application bearing
this notation is herewith returned to the applicant.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 2nd day of November, 1979.

. «rgr? ( *

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
DCH:GWS/pmh
Mailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum decision this 2nd day
of November, 1979 to:
South Creek Primary (a) Water User's Assoc, Inc.
C/o Mr. Roland Yardley, President
Beaver, UT 84713
Mr. Dale N. Harris
Box 663
Beaver, UT 84713

Mr. Paul A. Smith
Mr. Albert J. Smith
C/o John 0. Christiansen
Beaver, UT 84713

Mr. Calvin Yardley
Beaver
Utah 84713
Pearlene M. Harlfmge^T S££retary

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
H THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION
JMBER a-9298 (55-5780)

)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION

lange Application No. a-9298 (55-5780) was filed by Heber City on
scember 9, 1976 to change the point of diversion and nature of use
: 0.5 cfs. of water and 174.5 acre feet of water as evidenced by
Lligence Claim No. 3266 (55-5780). Heretofore, the water was dieted from the Mohr Spring area at the following two points: (1)
>rth 351 feet and West 1183 feet from the SE Corner of*Section
>, T3S, R5E, SLB&M; (2) North 88 feet and West 973 feet from the
I Corner of Section 29, T3S, R5E, SLB&M. According to the diligence
aim, the water was used from March 15 through October 15 for the
rigation of 24.5 acres of land and for the stockwatering of 1500
eep during six (6) months of the year and for 25 cattle and 5
rses during the entire year.
reafter, it is proposed to divert the same quantity of water from
y or all of the following sources: (1) The Mohr Spring at point
. 1 cited above; (2) a proposed 16-inch well, 400 to 700 feet deep,
be located at a point North 1100 feet and West 350 feet from the
Corner of Section 29, T3S, R5E, SLB&M; (3) an existing 16-inch
11, 520 feet deep located at a point North 2200 feet and East 252
*t from the SW Corner of Section 28, T3S, R5E, SLB&M. It is stated
at the water is to be used for the domestic purposes of 193 families.
2 change application was advertised in the Wasatch Wave from March 10,
11 through March 24, 1977 and was protested by the following parties:
ring Creek and Sagebrush Irrigation Company, North Field Irrigation
ipany, Richard Bassett, W. F. Whitaker, James E. Williams, James A.
•th, Harry A. Harvey, Vernon W. Price, Brown Keeling, Jeanne S.
:zgerald, Leslie A. North and Kennecott Copper Corporation; all
itending that the development and use of water under the change
dication would impair their vested rights to the use of water
»m springs, streams, and wells.
earing was held on April 28, 1977 at the Wasatch County Courthouse,
er City, Utah and was attended by representatives for the applit and most of the protestants. At the hearing, the applicant's
resentative stated that the change application had been filed to
vide water for the Valley Hills Subdivision which is being
eloped by Brent C. Hill and Thomas I. Baum and since these
elopers have a contractual agreement with Heber City to provide
er for the Subdivision, they have tranferred their interest in
Mohr Spring to Heber City. The applicant's engineer then preted expert testimony demonstrating why, in his opinion, impletation of the change application would not impair any vested
*r rights.
zimony of the applicant's engineer was confined to the potential
»ct that operation of the applicant's existing well under the
lge application might have on other water rights. It was his
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opinion that there are two distinct aquifers in this part of Heber
Valley, an upper and a lower, which are separated hydraulically by
an impervious clay stratum. The protestants' springs (Hatch Spring,
MacDonald Spring and London Spring), several of the protestants1
wells, and the Mohr Spring have their source in the upper aquifer,
whereas the applicant's existing well would develop water from the
lower aquifer? therefore, the diversion of water from the applicant's
well would not diminish the flow of said springs nor ifower the water
level in these •• wells diverting from the upper aquifer. Furthermore,
it was his opinion that the volcanic outflow from Coyote Canyon which
topographically separates the applicant's existing well from any of
the protestants' wells also acts underground as an impermeable barrie
to the movement of groundwater; consequently, the water level in
those wells of the protestants which are drilled into the lower
aquifer, will not be lowered by the pumping of the applicant's well.
It was also stated that the recharge areas for the protestants' sprin
and wells are different than the one recharging the basin into which
the applicant's well is drilled.
Following the above presentation, the protestants restated their
protests that the pumping of the applicant's well could or would
diminish the quantity of water available to them at their respective points of diversion from springs and wells. The general opinion
expressed by the protestants was that there is not sufficient information available at this time to stat* that pumping of the applicant1
well will not interfere with any water rights.
During the hearing, it was indicated by the representatives for the
applicant and some of the protestants, that the applicant, the
developers of the Valley Hills Estate Subdivision and some of the
protestants had agreed to engage an independent, impartial expert to
investigate the groundwater hydrology of the area and submit a report
to the State Engineer on the effect to existing water'rights that
might be caused by the applicant's proposed use of its existing well.
It was further stated that this independent expert would probably
conduct a pump test on the applicant's well in order to observe any
effect on springs and wells in the area.
The report of the independent expert's investigation was submitted
to the State Engineer on June 28, 1977. Based on his investigation
of the geohydrology of the area and the chemical quality of the water
it was the opinion of this expert that the water supplying the applicant's well and the Mohr Spring and the water supplying the protestar
springs and wells originated from the same geologic formations, with
the exception of the John W. Lloyd well (drilled under Application Nc
39918 (55-4358)). However, this investigator states that the local
aquifer characteristics are such that only during extreme pumping of
the applicant's well would the drawdown of the potentiometric surface produce a significant effect on the protestants' springs and
wells. Since the applicant's well would have to be continuously
pumped at its maximum rated capacity of 700 g.p.m. for at least 10
days to produce a measureable effect, a pumpt test was not performed.
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At the April 28, 1977 hearing, there was discussion by protestants
and the applicant about the flow of Mohr Spring and testimony was
given which indicated that the actual flow might not exceed one
half (h) to two thirds (2/3) of the 0.5 cfs. stated on Diligence
:iaim No. 3266 (55-5780) and Change Application No. a-9298 (55-5780).
\fter investigation of the evidence of past use of water under
Diligence Claim No. 3266 (55-5780), the State Engineer was of the
opinion that if a firm flow of one half (h) of a cfs. Qf water had
)een available to past users of Mohr Spring, the extent of previous
ise would have been greater than that which is now evident. On
)ecember 20, 1977, the applicant reduced the quantities being changed
mder Change Application No. a-9298 (55-5780) to 0.25 cfs. of water
nd 105 acre feet of water with an acknowledgement that the 105 acre
eet of water being changed represented all of the water right
laimed under Diligence Claim No. 3266 (55-5780) .
t has been noted by the State Engineer that the change application
as been filed to change the nature of use to "domestic and culinary";
owever, since the applicant is a municipal corporation and the
nitial phase of the Valley Hills Estates Subdivision is within the
Drporate limits of Heber City, the intended proposed use under the
lange application should properly be described as municipal. Since
le State Engineer believes that all parties concerned were aware of
ie intent of the change application, the proposed use of water on
le change application can be changed, and is changed, as a part of
lis Memorandum Decision, to municipal use.
le State Engineer has reviewed the testimony of the applicant's
igineer, the report on the investigation of the independent engier, and the various protests. He has also considered the existing
chnical reports on the geology and hydrology of the subject area
well as objective technical information from the work of the two
ove-mentioned engineers in making his own investigation of the
bject area. The observations of the State Engineer are as follows:
a.

Northeasterly from the subject area the volcanic
breccia of Coyote Canyon, a component of the Keetley
Volcanics, arises rather steeply from the valley fill.
An exposed projection of this formation extends outward
in a southwesterly direction from the exposed main body
toward the center of Heber Valley and forms a topographical
barrier between the applicant's well site and other well
and spring sites. The southern part of this projection
makes a contact with an outcrop of the Nugget Sandstone,
which formation dips steeply toward the valley fill.
Immediately southeast of the subject area, is an exposure of the Twin Creek Limestone overlying the Nugget
Sandstone. A line projected through the points of
common contact of the volcanic rock, the Nugget Sandstone
and the valley fill together with the line of contact
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between the volcanics and the valley fill form a
closed boundary within which is located the site of
the applicant's existing well near the projection
of the Keetley Volcanics-valley fill contact at the
northwesterly extent of this boundary.
b.

Water from sandstones and limestones of Jurassic age
in this area is characterized by a low concentration
of silica and a chloride concentration that is somewhat lower than the sulfate. However, water from the
volcanic rocks of Tertiary age has a hi§h concentration
of silica and a chloride concentration which is several
times greater than the sulfate concentration.

c.

Chemical analysis of water from the applicant's well
and other wells in the area as well as springs, show
chemical quality characteristics which are a combination of those for water derived from limestones and
sandstones and those for water from volcanic rocks.

d.

Considering the static water levels in the wells and
the elevations of the springs to be points on the same
imaginary surface, the slope of this surface is in the
same direction as the general slope of the land surface.

e.

Exact aquifer characteristics of the area are unknown
because no pump tests have been performed; however, a
relatively low transmissivity and a high storage coefficient are expected based on estimated values for
Heber Valley and on known values for similar areas.

f.

The applicant's existing well is located over a half
(H) mile from any of the protestants' wells or springs.

g.

The applicant's existing well has an anomalously large
yield compared to other wells in the area.

h.

The John W. Lloyd well drilled under Application No.
39918 (55-4358) is located approximately one half {%)
mile on the opposite side of the volcanic rock projection
(described in observation (a) above) from the applicant's
well, is drilled to a depth which has an elevation
approximately 85 feet lower than the depth of the
applicant's well and has a very much lower yield.

i.

There is a fairly straight alignment of the applicant's
well, the Mohr Spring and the Hatch Spring.
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j.

The Mohr Spring originates near a contact of the
Keetley Volcanics, the Nugget Sandstone and the
valley fill.

k.

The static water level in the applicant's well is
close to the elevation of the Mohr Spring and is
over 100 feet higher than the elevation of the
Hatch Spring.

1.

Respective yields of the applicant's well/ the Mohr
Spring and the Hatch Spring can be described qualitatively as being high, low and high.

m.

Groundwater movement in Heber Valley is generally
toward the Provo River and downvalley, and the
Provo River is generally a gaining stream throughout Heber Valley.

n.

The points of diversion and place of use of water
under the change application are located approximately
three (3) miles from the Provo River.

s a result of his investigation the State Engineer has reached
he following conclusions:
1.

That if the quantity of water diverted and consumptively
used under the change application does not exceed the
diversion and use heretofore mentioned from the Mohr
Springf there will be no net effect on the hydrologic
regimen and water rights down-valley from the immediate
area of the applicants proposed development.

2.

That the water obtained from the applicant's well,
the Mohr Spring and other wells and springs in the
immediate vicinity has moved through similar geologic
formations.

3.

That the water levels in the applicant's well and the
protestants1 wells, the Mohr Spring and the protestants'
springs are all points on the same potentiometric surface.

4.

That the aquifer characteristics in the immediate area
are such that the continuous pumping of the applicant's
well at its rated capacity for a reasonable period of
time should produce a narrow cone of influence which
will not extend to other wells and springs.

5.

That the two relatively deep wells of the applicant and
John W. Lloyd are drilled into consolidated rock of preQuaternary age.
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6.

That the low yield of the Lloyd well is typical of
wells drilled into consolidated rock, whereas the
high yield of the applicant's well is not.

7.

That the applicant's well intersects a relatively
large fracture system in the consolidated rocks.

8.

That the possibility exists that the fractu/e system
intersected by the applicant's well may be a direct
"pipeline" to other sources of water in the immediate
area.

In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of the State Engineer
that there is sufficient basis to believe that the diversion and
use of water under the change application can be allowed without
impairing any vested water rights. However, since the geology in
the immediate area of the applicant's proposed development is quite
complicated, there is no site specific data on aquifer characterist
provided by an actual pump test, and there is a possibility that a
common fracture system in the geologic formation may produce a dire
hydraulic connection between the applicant's well and other water
sources in the vicinity, the State Engineer must impose several
conditions on the approval of this change application.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-9298 (55-578
is hereby APPROVED subject to all prior rights, particularly those
the protestants, and to the following conditions:
1.

That the change application is approved for the diversion
of water from the Mohr Spring and the applicant's existin
well, but not from the proposed well described as point
No. 2 in paragraph 14 of the change application.

2.

That before the use of water under the change application
is implemented, the applicant shall perform a pump test
on its existing well at the equipped capacity for a
length of time to be specified by the State Engineer.

3.

That before the above-mentioned pump test is conducted,
the applicant shall install water measuring devices on
its own well, the Hatch Spring, MacDonald Spring, London
Spring and the Mohr Spring to measure the total flow
from each of these sources, and these measuring devices
shall meet with the approval of the State Engineer.

4.

That prior to conducting the above-mentioned pump test,
the applicant shall submit to the State Engineer for
his approval a program for observing the following prior,
during and after the pump test:
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a.

The potentiometric level in wells to be specified
by the State Engineer.

b.

The potentiometric level in the applicant's well.

c.

The instantaneous flow from all water sources
mentioned in condition three (3) above.

5.

That if any impairment to vested water rights through
implementation of the change application is indicated
by the required pump test, the applicant must be prepared to make just compensation as provided by in Section
73-3-3 or to make replacement of water as provided by
Section 37-3-23, Utah Code Annotated, 1953.

6.

That in no case shall the maximum annual diversion under
the change application from the applicant's existing
well and the Mohr Spring combined exceed 105 acre feet.

7.

That prior to the implementation of this change
application, the applicant shall install, and continue to maintain in good working condition, totalizing
meters on its well and the Mohr Spring to measure
the total quantity of water diverted therefrom, and
these meters shall be available for inspection at
all reasonable times as may be required by the State
Engineer and the duly appointed Provo River Commissioner
in administering the diversion of water under this
change application.

8.

That the quantities of water diverted under the change
application shall be included by the duly appointed
Provo River Commissioner in his annual report to the
State Engineer.

s decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
h Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
lin sixty days from the date hereof.
id this 3rd day of March, 1978.

Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer
EDF:Imv
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BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
N THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLIATION NUMBER 45-5110 (a-12849)

)
)
)

AMENDED
MEMORANDUM DECISION

hange Application Number 45-5110 (a-12849) was filed by the Ashey Central Irrigation Company to change the point of diversion
nd nature of use of 3.11 second-feet or 2,273.079 acre-feet of
ater, out of a total of 268.8 second feet or 41,400 acre-feet as
videnced by a portion of Water User's Claim Number 45-167. The
ater has been diverted from Ashley Creek at a point, South 820
set, East 450 feet from the Nl/4 Corner, Section 8, T4S, R21E,
LB&M. The water has been used from April 1 to October 31 for
le irrigation of 7,575.45 acres, for the domestic purposes of 2
umilies and stockwatering of 3000 cattle, 1000 horses, and 10000
leep.
sreafter, it is proposed to divert 3.11 second feet or 2,273.079
:re-feet from Ashley Springs at a point North 670 feet, West
>28 feet from the SE Corner Section 1, T3S, R20E, SLB&M. The
iter is to be diverted and used year-round for municipal and
idustrial purposes within the boundaries of the Ashley Valley
ter and Sewer Improvement District.
e Application was advertised in the Vernal Express on September
, October 5 and 12, 1983 and was protested by Vernal City, Utah
vision of Wildlife Resources, United States Bureau of Reclamaon, Uintah Water Conservancy District and George D.JMerkley. A
aring concerning this change application was held on January
, 1984 at the Uintah County Courthouse in Vernal.
s applicant was represented by Mr. Gayle F. McKeachnie, attorr at law. Mr. McKeachnie stated that over the years the Ashley
Lley Water and Sewer Improvement District (hereafter referred
as the "District") had acquired shares of stock in the Ashley
ltral Irrigation Company, and this application was filed to
*mit the District to divert water under their shares of stock
>m Ashley Springs to supply the needs of the District. He
ited that the District could either divert the water from the
ek or spring but the diversion needs to be in the vicinity of
ley Springs in order to get the necessary elevation to mainn adequate pressure in their system. In addition, Mr.
eachnie stated that the District presently has a distribution
tern and had previously obtained water through the Vernal City
eline. Within recent years an agreement has been reached
ween Vernal City and the District to separate the municipal
er system in Ashley Valley (referred to as "Separation Agreet,!) and as a result the District wants to extend their pipe^ to divert water from Ashley Springs. Regarding the protests
2d concerning this Application, Mr. McKeachnie stated that
/ were aware of the potential problems that could result from
i change, but they would do what is necessary to insure that
;ting water rights on Ashley Creek are not adversly affected.
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and Mr. Karl
prior rights
water rights

represented by Mr. Kenneth L. Bassett, City Manager
Miglion, Councilman, stated that Vernal City has
in Ashley Springs and wants to insure that its
and diverting works are protected.

Ms. Maureen Wilson, representing the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources, stated that the Division has conducted studies to
identify the flows necessary to protect the fishery resources in
Ashley Creek downstream from Ashley Springs to the Thornburg Diversion. She stated that they had presented their recommendations to representatives of the District and they had said that
the fishery flows were feasible under their project plan.
However, as yet no agreement concerning fishery flows has been
developed between the Division and District.
The United States Bureau of Reclamation were represented at the
hearing by Mr. Howard J. Pearson and Mr. David G. Frandsen. They
stated that if the Application is approved, it would impact the
operation of both the Vernal and Jensen Units. During the nonirrigation season (November through March) the Bureau diverts
nearly all of the flows of Ashley Creek to Steinaker Reservoir,
and if the applicant were allowed to divert water year-round as
the/ are proposing, it would reduce the quantity of water that
could be diverted and used under the Vernal Unit. In addition,
they stated that they are presently having problems delivering
storage water to those project lands located above the Steinaker
Service Canal during the late irrigation season. Those lands
above the Steinaker Service Canal must be supplied by exchange
and it was their position that the diversion of water under this
Application would result in less water being available in Ashley
Creek for exchange. The Bureau representatives also discussed
the Separation Agreement between Vernal City and the District,
and stated that under the agreement it would provide 4000 acrefeet annually of water from Red Fleet Reservoir to the District
for municipal purposes. The transfer of such water to the District is subject to the approval by the Uintah Water Conservancy
District, and they have approved the transfer but the United
States has not because of the adverse impact which could possibly
result on the fisheries of Ashley Creek if the District develops
their project as proposed under this Application.
Mr. L. Y. Siddoway, manager of the Uintah Water Conservancy District, who operates the Vernal Unit, stated that the winter flows
of Ashley Creek are important to the Vernal Unit and this application would interfere with the storage rights of the Bureau
of Reclamation. In addition, he stated that it will reduce the
water supply available above the Steinaker Service Canal to make
exchanges of project irrigation water to lands located above the
Steinaker Service Canal. He stated that the flows of Ashley
^
L ^ ^ ^ ^liy^nrj t h p later part of the irrigation season and if
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ge - 3 e Application is approved then it should be insured that only
at quantity of water be diverted from Ashley Springs that could
ve been diverted at the original point of diversion.
. George D. Merkley protested the application and stated that
is concerned that if the water rights are moved upstream to
lley Springs it could reduce the water available to the water
*rs on Ashley Creek, both for direct diversion and project
prage water.
i State Engineer has conducted a study of the hydrology and
;er rights on Ashley Creek in order to determine the potential
>act of this and several related change applications on the
.sting water rights. The State Engineerfs investigation conlered the various agreements relating to water deliveries and
\ of water on Ashley Creek.
irrigated acreage is taken out of production and is converted
residential or commercial property, many municipal water supers throughout the state are filing change applications to
vert irrigation water rights to supply their needs. In
luating this type of change application the State Engineer
ieves that he must consider both the water that has historily been diverted and depleted under the original right. The
son for this is to insure that no enlargement of the right is
e and that existing water rights are not impaired as a result
the change.
reviewing this change application and the quantity of water
vm on it, the State Engineer believes that it does not accu*ly represents the water right. From information supplied to
State Engineer, it is indicated that the District owns
r
075 shares of stock in the Ashley Central Irrigation Company,
;he total 450 shares in the Company, and this Application was
»d to represent those shares. In the agreement between the
xau of Reclamation and the Company dated September 12, 1958,
referred to as the "Water Adjustment Contract", it specifies
acreage to be irrigated by the Company and also the diversion
\. In addition during the preliminary work for the adjudicai of water rights in the Ashley Creek drainage the State Enter has determined that the annual irrigation diversion reement is 3.7 acre-feet per acre, under the existing irrigapractices, and the consumptive irrigation requirement is
acre-feet per acre. Based upon this information it is the
e Engineer's opinion that the maximum quantity of water
lable for irrigation purposes to the shares of stock as repnted by this Application is 1396.46 acre-feet annually.
xamining those water rights which divert water during the
irrigation season from Ashlev CITP&\? or- tchimr cr^-s~~^ -J*-
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which water is diverted to Steinaker Reservoir, could potentially
be impacted by this Application. However, the State Engineer
believes that the applicant could divert water during the nonirrigation season provided that compensation is made. Under such
conditions the applicant could divert water during the nonirrigation season if such water were replaced to the Bureau of
Reclamation during the irrigation season from water available
under the shares of stock that are covered by this Application,
or from other waters that the applicant may own or aquire. The
replacement water would have to be made available during such
periods of time that there is capacity in the Steinaker Feeder
Canal to divert such water. In the event that Steinaker Reservoir fills, the applicant would not have to supply such replacement water during that year because the Bureau's right would be
whole.
In addition, it is the State Engineerfs opinion that the quantity
of water that can be diverted for municipal purposes must be
limited to insure that the depletion of water does not exceed
that which has historically occurred under the irrigation right,
so that existing rights are protected. From the State Engineer's
investigation it appears that approximately 50 percent of the
water historically diverted for irrigation purposes has been consumed and the remaining 50 percent being irrigation return flow
to the Ashley Creek system. Under this change the water will now
be used for municipal purposes and the resulting depletion has
been evaluated. The State Engineer has determined that 0.45
acre-feet per year per family is required for domestic purposes.
It is also assumed that each family will irrigate 1/4 acres of
lawn and garden. Since there will be negligible conveyance
losses in the municipal system the State Engineer believes that
an annual irrigation diversion requirement of 3.0 acre-feet per
acre is reasonable under such conditions.
About 1.20 acre-feet annually would have to be diverted for each
residential connection. The 0.45 acre-feet used for domestic
purposes would be discharged to the District's sewer system after
it is used, and evaporated in their sewage lagoons. (The State
Engineer is aware that not all of the service area of the District which will be supplied water is presently connected to the
sewer system. However, it appears that eventually the District
will extend it's sewer system to serve the entire service area.)
The annual consumptive irrigation requirement for lands in this
area is about 1.85 acre-feet per acre. Thus, the quantity of
water consumed by the previously mentioned 1/4 acre would be approximately 0.45 acre-feet. Therefore, 0.90 acre-feet of the 1.2
acre-feet or 75 percent of the diverted water would be depleted.
Tn nrci&r' to have the depletion of water under the original ir-^^^A

mnnirinal
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iginal irrigation diversion (Irrigation Depletion/Municipal
pletion = .50/.75 = 2/3).
sed upon this evaluation it is the State Engineerfs opinion
at the quantity of water that can be diverted for municipal
rposes should not exceed 2/3 of the quantity of water that
uld have been diverted at the original point of diversion for
rigation purposes under the shares of stock represented by this
ange. Replacement water as discussed above could be supplied
om the remaining 1/3 not diverted for municipal use or such
:er would remain in the creek to compensate for the historical
rigation return flows.
is the opinion of the State Engineer that this Application
lid affect the ability of the Bureau of Reclamation or Uintah
:er Conservancy District to supply project water, by exchange,
those lands located above the Steinaker Service Canal.
•ing the State Engineer's investigation and at the hearing
ire were a number of issues that arose which in the opinion of
\ State Engineer are not within his authority to address. In
luating change applications the State Engineer does not have
authority to impose conditions to alleviate potential impacts
the natural stream environment. Also, at the hearing it was
ught to the State Engineers attention that there is a diseement between the various water suppliers in Ashley Valley
cerning the most economical and feasible approach of supplying
icipal water to the residents of Ashley Valley. Again the
te Engineer does not believe it is within his authority to
e such a decision.
is, therefore, ORDERED and Change Application Number a-12849
-5110) is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights and the foling conditions:
L.

The annual quantity of water that can be diverted under
Change Application Number a-12849 (45-5110) shall not exceed 2/3 of the quantity of water that could have been
diverted at the original points of diversion for irrigation purposes under the shares of stock represented by
this Change.

!. The applicant shall be required to provide replacement
water to the Bureau of Reclamation for that water diverted
under this Application during the non-irrigation season
(November 1 to March 31). Water diverted during the nonirrigation season must be replaced during the succeeding
irrigation season, and if supplied from Ashley Creek it
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capacity in the Steinaker Feeder Canal to divert such
water. In the event that Steinaker Reservoir fills, the
applicant shall not be obligated to replace such water
diverted during that non-irrigation season.
3.

Water shall not be diverted under this Change Application
during those periods that it would adversely affect the
delivery of Vernal Unit project water, by exchange, to
those lands located above the Steinaker Feeder Canal.

4.

The diverting works at Ashley Springs shall be constructed
in such a manner so as not to interfere with the diversion
of water by Vernal City.

5.

During the irrigation season the maximum diversion rate
shall not exceed 2/3 of the flow that could have been diverted at the original point of diversion for irrigation
purposes by the number of shares of stock represented by
this Change Application.

6.

The irrigated acreage served by the Ashley Central
Irrigation Company shall be reduced to reflect that water
diverted under this Change Application and when proof of
change is made the Company shall submit maps identifying
that acreage no longer served.

7.

The applicant shall install measuring devices
posed pipeline and such devices shall be made
for inspection by the State Engineer or River
at all reasonable times as may be required to
er distribution of water under this change.

on the proavailable
Commissioner
insure prop-

This decision is subject to the provision of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 18th day of May, 1984.

Dee C. Hansen, P.E., State Engineer
DCH:JOrslm

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH
I THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLICATION
JMBER a-9509 (25-7403)

)
)
)
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lange Application No. a-9509 (25-7403) was filed by Coveville
ligation Company and Webster Irrigation Company to change the
dnt of diversion of 10 cfs. of water (5 cfs. of water each) as
idenced by Kimball Decree Award Nos. 36 (25-5052) and 37 (25-5311).
e change application proposes to move a portion of the decreed
ghts upstream to be placed in a pipeline to provide gravity presre for sprinkler systems. Because of right-of-way problems,
veral points of diversion were added after the change had been
vertised the first time requiring a second advertising period.
e present points of diversion are: (1) South 1650 feet from the
Corner of Section 13, T14N, RlEr SLB&I1; (2) South 1430 feet and
st 1270 feet from the NW Corner of Section 13, T14N, R1E, SLB&M;
) South 1600 feet and East 3100 feet from the NW Corner of Section
, T14N, R1E, SLB&M; (4) South 1350 feet and East 3250 feet from
* NW Corner of Section 13, T14N, RlE, SLB&M.
* application was first advertised from August 11, 1977 to August 25,
77, and was protested by Cache Valley Seed & Produce Company, D. Roy,
Ides, Glen H. Larsen, and Gene Larsen, Cove Water Works, and Cove
:er Works Company Stockholders. A hearing was held August 3, 1977
1 as a result of the hearing, the application was re-advertised
>m January 5, 1978 to January 19, 1978. A second protest was
;ered by Colleen Groll, however, Ms. Groll, waived the requirett of a second hearing.
• Cove Water Works Company indicated that they believed that the
nge in the point of diversion would interfere with their spring
ch supplies their culinary system. The Cache Valley Seed &
duce Company also contended that it would interfere with their
ings. Colleen Groll protested that de-watering the stretch of
stream between the original point of diversion and the new
nt of diversion would injure them because the instream uses
ed a certain monetary value to their property, and also the
panies did not have rights-of-way. The other protests were
narily the same as that of the Cove Water Works Company.
State Engineer believes that the new point of diversion and
:ing the water in a pipeline could have an effect on the rights
:he Cove Water Works Company in a spring that they use and the
Licant must be aware that they must compensate any water rights
>ctly affected by this change application. It appears unlikely
: the change will affect the springs of the Cache Valley Seed &
luce Company. As to the instream uses, the State Engineer has
authority under Section 73-3-3, Utah Code Annotated, 1953 to
;ider the effect on existing rights but does not have the
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authority to consider instream flow values that may be affected as
a direct result of the change application. The State Engineer has
no authority to grant rights-of-way to implement this change or to
grant permission to trespass upon the Groll or other property.
Those rights-of-way will have to be negotiated between the two irrigation companies and the land owners involved.
With these conditions clearly understood, the State Engineer believes
the application should be approved.
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-9509 (25-7403)
is hereby APPROVED subject to prior rights-, particularly the rights
of the protestants, and the conditions that any interference with the
springs used by the Cove Water Works Company or others will have to
be compensated for, and any rights-of-way will have to be supplied
to the State Engineer in writing.
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14,
Utah Code Annotated, 19 53, which provides for plenary review by
the filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court
within sixty days from the date hereof.
Dated this 16th day of March, 1973.

Dee C. Hansen, Statue Engineer
DCH:SG:lmv
cc:
cc:
cc:

Cache Valley Seed & Produce Co,
1336 Millbrook Way
Bountiful, Utah 84010
D. Roy Geddes
R.F.D.
Richmond, Utah 84 333
Glen H. Larsen & Gene Larsen
R.F.D. #1
Richmond, Utah 84333

cc:
cc

cc:

Cove Water Works
c/o Merlyn Durant
Cove, Utah 84333
Cove Water Works Co.
Stockholders
R.F.D. #1
Richmond, Utah 84333
Colleen Groll
1070 Maxfield
Ogden, Utah 84404

NEED FOR CHANGE IN UTAH'S WATER LAW
By
Dee C. Hansen
State Engineer
American Water Resources Association
Utah Section
February 19f 1976

Is Utah Ready for or in Need of Change
Utah has essentially operated on the doctrine of "first
in time, first in right" since the pioneers first landed in
Utah in 184 7 and began using the waters of City Creek for
irrigation. The irrigation practices in Utah have developed
from that initial project to encompass the full utilization of
many of the surface streams, and those not yet fully utilized
have been covered by filings which would far exceed the total
available supply. Because of this vast demand for the
available water, it is my opinion that we do need some review
of Utah's water law. I don't envision these changes as being
drastic or in any way ^effecting the existing water rights that
are presently decreed and certificated to the various water
users, but I do think it important that some consideration be
given to changing the existing laws to permit the wise and
just allocation of the remaining unappropriated water•
Specific Areas Where Changes Have Already Been Made or Should
Be Considered for Change
Perhaps the most important is for the State Engineer to be
able to consider the public interest aspect when considering an
application for approval or denial. This is not to say that
priority or the date of filing will not continue to be one of
the main criteria used in that determination, but it should not
be the only criteria.
Among those things which ought to be considered in determining
whether an application would be in the public interest perhaps
are those items that were contained in Senate Bill 291 (1975
General Session) defining public interest. (1) The public
interest aspects and impacts of the economic, social, recreational,
and environmental values resulting from the proposed use. (2) The
benefits to the applicant resulting from the proposed use of water.
(3) The benefits to the state, region, and locality resulting
directly or indirectly from the economic activity that will result
from the proposed appropriation and use of water. (4) Alternative
future uses of the water sought to be appropriated. (5) Alternativ
sources of water to satisfy the applicant's needs.
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Another area that was pursued in Senate Bill 291 was the
authority for the State Engineer to grant applications for fixed
periods of time. This particular provision was submitted to the
Budget Session of the 1976 Legislature'as House Bill 12 and was
passed by both Houses and signed by the Governor and will become
effective 60 days from the date of signing.
Efforts to Reach Public Interest Aspects Within the Utah Water
Law
As mentioned briefly above, Senate Bill 291 was introduced
at the 1975 General Session of the Legislature and passed the
Senate but failed to pass the House. Because of the importance
of the provision contained in that bill it was again submitted
to a Special Session of the Legislature in June of 19 75 as
Senate Bill lf again passing the Senate but failing to pass the
House. The State Engineer was somewhat concerned and confused
as to the exact intent of the Legislature in failing to pass
either Senate Bill 291 or Special Session Senate Bill 1. In a
meeting with the Natural Resources Committee of the Legislature
in the latter part of 1975, the question was asked of that
committee, "did the Legislature in defeating the bills say to
the State Engineer that they did not feel that the public intere
aspects should be considered in granting applications for water,
or was there some other reason or motive involved in that
defeat." A number of Legislators at that time stated that they
felt that the existing law gave the State Engineer the authority
to adopt rules and regulations to perform the functions of his
office. It was their feeling that the State Engineer should
pursue on his own initiative the adoption of rules and regulatii
defining public interest aspects and defining the criteria by
which applications should be considered for approval or.denial
as provided for in Administrative Rules Procedure Act.
In May of 1974 the Escalante Wilderness Committee, through
their Attorney William Lockhart, filed a Petition for Statewide
Rulemaking in which he expressed concern over the method that
the State*of Utah was using in allocating its water and also
questioned whether the State really knew where they were with
the respect of the appropriations already granted as it applie
to the present level of development and a true indication of t
amount of water not yet appropriated. At this time Mr. Lockhe
indicated that he felt that the allocation of the remaining w<
should be appropriated in the public interest and not be alio*
simply on a first in time, 'first in right basis.
At the time Mr. Lockhart made his request this office wa
already deeply involved in preparing an inventory of Utahfs
water rights particularly within the Colorado River Basin.
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The sole purpose of the inventory was to determine the, total
levejL of development, the total number of filings that had been
granted but had not been developed which would eventually be
depleting water, thereby giving the State Engineer a fairly
good idea of where Utah was with respect to the amount of water
not yet allocated.
Also at this time the State Legislature had set up a Task
Force to consider possible revisions in the Utah water law.
Because of these activities Mr. Lockhart did not pursue his
Petition for Statewide Rulemaking, instead wishing to await
the outcome of both the inventory being prepared by the
Division of Water Rights and the outcome of the deliberations
of the Task Force. The Task Force consisted of a number of
very knowledgeable people in the field of water development.
The Task Force reviewed a number of areas of concern with the
present State water law. However, there was no unanimous
consensus of opinion as to what changes, if any# should be made
in the existing law.
Because of the failure of the Legislature to pass legislation
defining public interest, the Escalante Wilderness Committee"in
October of 1975 again filed a Petition for Statewide Rulemaking
requesting that the State Engineer adopt specific rules and
regulations pertaining to the allocation of the unallocated
waters of the State and also sought to reach change applications
as well as extension of time requests, ^rior to the State
Engineer acting on that request, the Escalante Wilderness
Committee requested permission to amend the Petition. The
amended Petition was submitted on January 19, 1976, and is
presently being considered by the State Engineer for the
adoption, denial, or adoption in part of those areas requested
by the Escalante Wilderness Committee.
The Environmental Defense Fund, the Sierra Club, and other
individuals have elected to adopt the same Petition as the
Escalante Wilderness Committee.
It is apparent to the State Engineer at this time that some
form of rules and regulations need to be adopted that will reach
the public interest and to give consideration to protecting the
environment as well as providing for an orderly development of
the State's waters.
It is also apparent that the residents of the State of Utah
have become accustomed to a lifestyle, and with the growing
population, it is necessary to continue to develop the available
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water supply if we want to maintain our present living standards.
However, this can hopefully be carried out in a manner that will
not be detrimental to the natural environment and can work in
harmony to supply both needs. It is hoped that in adopting rules
and regulations that the public interest aspects can be reached
and that the waters of the State of Utah can be used for those
purposes which would best fulfill the public interest whether
it be recreation, agriculture, industrial, or other uses.

BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OP THE STATE OP OTAH

I THE NATTER OF THE ADMINIS- )
tATIVE RULEMAKING PETITIONS )
LED BY THE ESCALANTE WILDER-)
;SS COMMITTEE, ET AL^,
)

MEMORANDUM
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This matter came before the Utah Division of Water Rights
ometimes referred to herein as the State Engineer) pursuant to
titions and Amended Petitions filed by the Escalante Wilderness
limit tee, the Environmental Defense Fund, the Sierra Club, and
ctain individuals.

These Petitions were filed under the provi-

sns of Utah's Administrative Rulemaking Act (S63-46-1 ejt seq.,
ih Code Annotated 1953, as amended).

This Act was enacted by

; Utah Legislature in 1973, and—among other things—requires
ih's administrative agencies to formally adopt procedural rules
the handling and disposition of proceedings within the agens' jurisdiction.

Pursuant to this Act, the State Engineer

pted such rules in February of 1974.
The initial Petition of the Escalante Wilderness Committee,
al., requesting the State Engineer to commence rulemaking prodings for the purpose of establishing policies and practices
be followed with respect to the allocation of Utah's water
purees, was filed with the State Engineer in May of 1974.

In

aary of 1976 the Escalante Wilderness Committee and the En>nmental Defense Fund each filed Amended Petitions with the

State Engineer.

While these Petitions differ somewhat in con-

tent, both seek essentially the same result.

Thus, unless other-

wise noted, the following discussion applies to all matters
raised by the Petitions and Amended Petitions of the parties (who
will be referred to herein as "Petitioners'1).
A further general comment is in order.

The subject Peti-

tions were filed with both the State Engineer and the Division of
Water Resources, requesting initiation of rulemaking proceedings
by both agencies—even though it appears from the Petitions, discussions and memoranda that the request is directed primarily at
the State Engineer because of his statutory responsibilities
relating to applications to appropriate, change applications, and
questions of due diligence on approved-but-unperfected applications.

This document constitutes the response of the State En-

gineer to those matters in Petitioners' request which involve the
Division of Water Rights.
By way of background, it should be pointed out that shortly
after the initial Petition was filed, a Legislative Task Force
was created to study and evaluate Utah's existing water law and
to make recommendations to the Legislature for any changes thereto.

While the general subject of water allocation was one of the

matters reviewed by the Task Force, no legislative recommendations were made to modify the basic water allocation procedures
under S73-3-8.
However, in 1975, legislation dealing with water resource
allocation was prepared with the support of the Governor and the

State Engineer and introduced to the General Session.
Legislation had a two-fold objective.

That

First, to insure that

:hose applicants with approved-but-unperfected applications proteed with due diligence to perfect their filings.

And, in the

went that they do not, to have legislative confirmation and suptort for the proposition that such filings be lapsed and the
ater returned to the public for reallocation.

This legislation

as designed to support the administrative program which the
tate Engineer was implementing in this regard.

This proposal

ound expression in an amendment to §73-3-12, and reflects a
egislative intent of requiring greater diligence from
pplicants.
The second objective of this legislative package (which was
*t forth in a separate bill) was to address the question of the
riteria governing the approval and rejection of applications to
>propriate water.

This bill (which would have amended §73-3-8)

is designed to elevate the consideration of the overall public
iterest in the approval or rejection of applications and to
minish the effect of the date of filing of an application as
e primary consideration in determining whether it should or
ould not be approved.

Statutory criteria to guide the State

gineer in evaluating and determining the public interest was
t forth in this proposed legislation.

Following extensive and

spirited hearings, this legislation was narrowly defeated.

Es-

sentially the same legislation—-dealing with public interest allocation—was introduced to a Special Session of the Legislature
during the Summer of 1975.

The proposal was once again rejected.

As noted above, in January of 1976, Amended Petitions were
filed with the State Engineer.

Also in 1976, the General Session

of the Utah Legislature amended §73-3-8 to authorize the State
Engineer to approve applications to appropriate for a limited
time to carry out the original purpose of the appropriation with
a limited opportunity to extend the life of the application.
Such authority was one of the items earlier considered by the
Legislative Task Force and was also the subject matter of the
Petitions.

This Act was again supplemented in 1979 by legisla-

tion allowing the Stawe Engineer to approve temporary applications (§73-3-3.5).
A final legislative effort was made to implement the public
interest allocation procedure in the 1979 General Session of the
Utah Legislature.

Again, the effort was defeated.

Also during this period of time, the State Engineer determined it advisable to make further hydrologic studies for purposes of evaluating Utah's unallocated water within the Colorado
River Basin (which appears to be the geographic area of primary
concern to Petitioners).

It seemed appropriate to place an ad-

ministrative moratorium on the approval of large applications to

appropriate water in the Colorado River Basin during this evaluation period.

This moratorium was implemented by the State En-

gineer with the advice and consent of the Governor, and is still
in general effect.

Petitioners9 request was held in abeyance

during this period—with the consent of Petitioners.

The State

Engineer has published the results of those studies and investigations which have been completed.

However, the process of

collecting additional data and making a further evaluation of
Utah's water resources is an on-going program.

Also during this

same period of time, extensive negotiations were undertaken with
the Ute Indian Tribe in an effort to resolve the nature and extent of the Tribe's rights in the Colorado River Basin in Utah.
These negotiations covered a number of years, and resulted in a
proposed Compact between the State of Utah, the United States of
America and the Ute Indian Tribe.

The Compact was approved by

the Utah Legislature in 1980, but is still awaiting action by the
Jte Tribe and the Federal Government.
Petitioners request the commencement of rulemaking proceedings for the establishment of policies and practices to be fol,owed with respect to the allocation of Utah's water resources.
Petitioners' proposal, if adopted, would be applicable to the
itate Engineer's decisions involving applications to appropriate,
hang'.: applications, extensions of time, and other related deciions affecting the allocation or use of water in Utah.

It is

oted that Petitioners (in discussions and in memoranda which
hey have submitted) have focused primarily on the allocation by

the State Engineer of Utah's remaining unappropriated water in
the Colorado River Basin•

Petitioners recommend the adoption of

certain guidelines, principles and standards to be followed in
the water allocation process which would, among other things,
provide for the consideration of multiple and sequential use of
water, as well as alternative and future uses.

However, the es-

sence of their proposal is that water allocation decisions be
based upon a broad range of considerations without regard to
priority of filing, whereby the State Engineer would assure that
water allocation decisions comply with statutory standards, existing regulations, and policies of other state agencies as well
as any federal agencies which may be involved with a proposed
water use.

This would include consideration of a wide range of

such matters as air and water quality and state and federal laws
dealing with all aspects of the environment, as well as land use
regulations and controls.

Petitioners suggest that economic and

environmental values be given equal priority and consideration in
the decision-making process.
These Petitions have been strongly opposed on both policy
and legal grounds by various water user groups and individuals
(referred to herein as "Respondents").

Respondents concede that

the State Engineer has certain authority to adopt rules and regulations, but contend that the request submitted by Petitioners
extends beyond the statutory authority of the State Engineer.

Respondents assert that the statutory criteria governing applications to appropriate, change applications and requests for extensions of time are much more limited than Petitioners contend, and
that the principles and standards advocated by Petitioners go
beyond the statutory parameters governing these matters.

Thus,

Respondents contend that since there is no statutory basis for
Petitioners1 request, the State Engineer cannot implement it by
his administrative rules.

With respect to the fundamental ques-

tion of an expanded public interest allocation process, it is
contended by Respondents that since the Legislature had an opportunity to address this matter on three separate occasions and
rejected any change in this regard, this constitutes a clear and
:onclusive legislative rejection of such a modification of present procedures.

Respondents assert that the State Engineer can-

tot accomplish by administrative rule what the Legislature has
expressly rejected.

Finally, Respondents contend that even if

.here is some discretion on the part of the State Engineer to
onsider certain aspects of Petitioners1 request, their request
hould nevertheless be rejected because it would result in unecessary delays and expense and would unduly burden the adinistrative decision-making process.
A scheduling conference was held on this matter on April 9,
982, and a formal Hearing set for May 6, 1982, to consider both
he jurisdictional and substantive aspects of Petitioners*
sguest.

At the request of Petitioners, that Hearing was res-

leduled for May 27, 1982.

Both Petitioners and Respondents were

heard at that time.

The various parties submitted written memo-

randa in support of their positions, and additional time was allowed for the submission of any further memoranda by any party.
Nothing further has been submitted.
Petitioners1 request raises a number of considerations
relating to the authority of the State Engineer.

Section 73-2-1

grants the State Engineer authority to adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary and proper to carry out the duties asz

signed to him by the Legislature, but any such rules must fall
within the parameters of his statutory authority.

Further, it is

the position of the State Engineer that he has a certain amount
of discretion in adopting administrative rules and is entitled to
balance what he considers to be the desirability and utility of
any such rules in carrying out the duties of his office against
the reasons advocated by a petitioning party.

The State Engineer

has adopted administrative rules and regulations in a number of
areas where he believed it would be of assistance to the general
public and to him in carrying out his duties.
As noted above, the detailed set of guidelines and standards
which Petitioners urge the State Engineer to adopt would be utilized to guide the decision-making process on applications to
appropriate, change applications, or requests for extension of
time.

As perceived by Petitioners, such guidelines and standards

would serve to provide public interest considerations to be utilized in making decisions on individual applications.

However,

for the reasons more fully discussed below, the State Engineer is

of the opinion that the statutory criteria governing such applications are best implemented in the context of each individual
filing on a case-by-case basis, taking into account factors
specified in the statutes and applying them to the facts and circumstances surrounding each application—along with the evidence
presented by the parties involved.

Further, the State Engineer

Joes not believe it is necessary or desirable to have such
Jetailed guidelines as urged by Petitioners to guide the administrative process on. these matters, and is of the opinion that
>uch an approach could—to some extent—unnecessarily encumber
:he administrative process without corresponding benefits to the
>arties involved, to the general public, or to the State Engineer.

Even though the State Engineer is of the opinion that

:here may not be sufficient legal bases for certain of the measures proposed by Petitioners, nevertheless his decision denying
Petitioners1 request is based primarily on policy grounds.
Petitioners1 basic request deals with the approval or rejection of applications to appropriate under the provisions of §73-8.

This is an area that has been of concern to the State En-

ineer, and he supported legislative efforts for a shift to more
f a public interest standard (with additional statutory
riteria) in the allocation of Utah's remaining unappropriated
ater.

The State Engineer's support for legislative consider-

tion of this matter was predicated on the proposition that such
significant modification in the direction of Utah's water alocation procedure should be evaluated by the Legislature, since

that body plays a major role in the formulation of state policy.
The Legislature chose not to enact legislation dealing with the
public interest allocation process, even though it did enact certain other measures which have facilitated water administration
by the Division of Water Rights.
Respondents assert that the legislative rejection of the
proposed legislation dealing with a broader public interest allocation process forecloses the State Engineer from adopting
rules to implement what the Legislature rejected.

Certainly this

is an arguable position, although it can also be argued that the
Legislature did not reject the concept per se, but simply elected
to do nothing further as a legislative matter, deferring to the
State Engineer to proceed on his own accord under his existing
authority.

But, since the State Engineer advised the Legislature

throughout this process as to how he has considered applications
in the past and that priority of filing has been an important
element in his consideration of applications to appropriate, the
legislative response on this matter would seem to indicate that
the Legislature does not endorse a radical or extensive modification in this area.

However, of more basic concern to the State

Engineer is that Petitioners' approach to this matter (as well as
certain of the concepts advanced by Petitioners) extends beyond
what was being considered by either the State Engineer or the
Legislature, and the State Engineer does not believe that the
adoption of Petitioners' proposed rules would facilitate or enhance his administrative program.

The foregoing discussion is not to suggest that the State
Engineer intends to provide anything less than a full and complete evaluation of applications to appropriate water and the
projects proposed thereunder under the provisions of §73-3-8.
The State Engineer has a substantial interest in seeing that
naximum beneficial use is achieved from Utah's water resources,
[n this regard, the State Engineer is of the opinion that, in the
final analysis, the determinations to be made under §73-3-8 are
:losely tied to the particular facts and circumstances of each
individual case or application.

Thus, there is some wisdom in

>roceeding on a case-by-case basis in these matters, because it
s virtually impossible to determine in advance the full range of
ssues and problems which may be present on a particular applicaion.

Certain factors specified in §73-3-8 may be of great con-

ern on one water source, but may not be of the same concern on
nother.
The State Engineer likewise believes that Petititioners1
equest that their proposed rule apply to extensions of time for
pproved-but-unperfected applications should be denied.

The

tate Engineer is, of course, concerned that applicants proceed
Lth their projects in an orderly and expeditious manner as proLded for in §73-3-12.

It is important that Utah's limited water

'sources be placed to use with reasonable dispatch by those
teking to acquire permanent rights to this public resource.

An

>plicant should not be allowed to tie up this resource for an
treasonable period of time before placing it to use when there

may be others who desire the opportunity to use the water.

Thus,

in recent years the State Engineer has followed a policy of
requiring substantial diligence from those holding approved applications.

The Legislature expressed its concurrence with this

policy in an amendment to $73-3-12 in 1979 which, among other
things, requires the applicant to affirmatively show that he has
and is exercising reasonable and due diligence toward completion
of his appropriation.

Also, the State Engineer has been success-

ful in securing judicial support for such a policy.

However, the

determination of whether an applicant has proceeded with due diligence or has shown reasonable cause for delay is basically a
question of fact, taking into account all of the facts and circumstances of each case, and the State Engineer is of the opinion
that there is no need for further administrative definition on
this subject through the adoption of Administrative Rules. Also,
many of the broad and general considerations which Petitioners
seek to bring into the process appear to be beyond the scope of
the State Engineer's authority under $73-3-12.

As a related mat-

ter, the State Engineer does not believe it is appropriate or
that he has the authority to impose such conditions and reallocation policies on already-approved applications or perfected water
rights in the manner Petitioners request.
With respect to change applications, there does not appear
to be a sound or proper basis for the adoption of an administrative rule governing change applications as requested by
Petitioners.

The criteria governing the approval and rejection

of change applications in Utah is set forth in $73-3-3, which
provides that any person entitled to the use of water may change
the point of diversion, place or nature of use of his water
right, but no such change can be made if it impairs any vested
right without just compensation.

The case law which has devel-

oped in Utah regarding change applications provides that the
determination of whether to approve or reject a change application is basically a determination of whether there is reason to
believe that the proposed change can be made without impairing
other vested water rights.

This is fundamentally a hydrologic

determination taking into account the existing rights on the
water source, the regimen of the stream, and the nature of the
change propojed, and then evaluating the possible impact on other
vested rights on the source.

In the opinion of the State En-

gineer, Petitioners' request would not enhance the administrative
process in etaluating the foregoing matters.

Further, there is

nothing in tfcs Section of the Water Code which provides that the
State Engine should determine whether a proposed change is in
the public feerest and reject it if it is not.
An additional problem—and a very fundamental one—which
ipplies to «L aspects of Petitioners' request is that it attempts to pice the State Engineer in the position of making a
Jeterminati* that a proposed development complies with other
state an* fi*eral laws relating to such matters—among others—as
»ir and «at» quality, environmental protection and land use regJlation*. mile the State Engineer does not suggest that a water

project proceed in violation of any applicable law, he believes
it is neither proper nor appropriate for him to assume the role
of assuring such compliance.

Obviously, a proposed project must

conform to existing state and federal law, but each agency involved roust operate in its own sphere of authority.

The Legisla-

ture has delegated to the State Engineer a specific and fixed
role in the administration and regulation of Utah's water resources.

To expand this role into other areas as urged by

Petitioners would, in the State Engineer's opinion, be an intrusion into areas where the State Engineer may lack authority and
expertise, and such a program could delay and frustrate the administrative process rather than facilitating it.
There is another substantial concern in this area of a more
practical nature.

The Division of Water Rights is staffed with

personnel who are by training and experience generally equipped
to handle the hydrologic and related matters associated with the
mission of the Division.

To effectively implement and carry out

the program advocated by Petitioners would require the addition
of a substantial number of professional disciplines which are not
presently employed by the Division, and there is simply no reasonable prospect that the Utah Legislature would consider funding
such an expansive program.

Further, to attempt such a program

under existing conditions would detract from and diminish the
effectiveness of the State Engineer's present program and would
not facilitate the administrative process on those matters which
the State Engineer must decide.

As a final matter Petitioners request that the State Enjineer implement more extensive rules on discovery and preparing matters.

As noted at the outset of this opinion, in 1974

the State Engineer adopted rules and regulations governing his
idministrative hearings.

Since that time the State Engineer's

)ffice has conducted numerous and extensive hearings throughout
:he State, and has found this set of rules to be workable and
;atisfactory.

Petitioners1 request that the State Engineer im-

plement more formal and extensive rules on discovery and preparing matters does not appear to be either necessary or apropriate at this time.

The State Engineer supports the concept

f a full and fair hearing with all parties having adequate oportunity to present their cases and to respond to the positions
f their opponents.

Under the present rules there is sufficient

lexibility to allow more detailed discovery when it appears to
e needed in a particular case.

Also, some question may exist as

D whether the State Engineer has the authority to implement dissvery procedures as detailed and extensive as those provided
ider the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.

Further, if a party

>eks court review of a State Engineer's decision, he is not in
ty way limited to the evidence he presented to the State Enneer.

Appeals from decisions of the State Engineer proceed as

ials de novo (SS73-3-14 & -15).

The record placed before the

ate Engineer is not transmitted to the District Ccurt on apal—the parties begin anew.

Thus, in many cases Petitioners1

quest could unduly burden the administrative process without

corresponding benefits.

The existing procedures before the State

Engineer would seem to be sufficient to protect the rights of the
parties and to give all parties full opportunity to be heard before the State Engineer and the district court as required by
constitutional due process.
It is the decision of the State Engineer that the subject
Petitions for Statewide Rulemaking be, and the same are hereby,
denied.
DATED this 4th day of April, 1983.
UTAH DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS

Mailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this
4th day of April, 1983, to
William J. Lockhart
3616 Hermes Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84117

Kays Creek Irrigation Company
1463 North Emerald Drive
East Layton, UT 84041

Wayne G. Petty
Moyle & Draper
600 Deseret Plaza Building
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Boyden, Kennedy & Romney
1000 Kennecott Building
Salt Lake City, UT 84133

Robert E. Yuhnke
Environmental Defense Fund
1405 Arapahoe Avenue
Boulder, CO 80302
Joseph Novak
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
P.O. Box 3000
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

Richard M. Taylor
275 North Main Street
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
Utah Water Users Association
38 East Fourth South
Bountiful, UT 84010
Utah Farm Bureau
5300 South 360 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
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ard K. S a g e r
" o t t , Bagleyr Cornwall & McCarthy
rneys a t Lc.w
Sast F i r s t South
Lake C i t y , Utah 34111

Mack Frost
c/o Raymond C. Eehle
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 67?
Kanab, Utah 84741

Lain J . L o c k h a r t
mey a t Law
H e m e s Drive ;
Lake City, Utah

F, N. Davis
Vice President
Utah Power s Light Co.
P. O. Box 899
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

84117

e V7. Pring
ney :-:t Law
Pennsylvania Street
r, Colorado
80203
G. Pettv
& Draper
neys at Lav;
aserat Plaza
5 East First South
Lake City, Utah 84111
RE:

Garkane Power Association, Inc
P. 0. 3ox 5So
Richfield, Jtc.h
B4701
Robert H. Hassell, President
I.S.S.U.E.
P. 0. 3ox 437
Panauitch, Utah 84759

Pre-Hearing Con: erence - Change Application No*
a-8569; Request for Extension's©/33313 r £9-74) ;
and Amended PetJ tions for Statewide Pule MaKing

Mnen:
Enclosed herewith is a preliminary rough draft of oroposed
which I <?jn considering. However, before taking a formal
on on the matters? covered by these rules. I feel it would be
ely helpful to receive comments fron interested parties. Y-JU
>te tlwj tJ:; is drift only encompass ess the substantive oreez of
at ions to approjrr^iate and extensions of tiirue and the procedure. 1
f jpre-h&arlp.q
procedures. Ajiiong other matters, the petitioner^
atewide rule 'making have requested a rule which also encompas^ess
applications as v;eli as applications to appropriate witnin its

Richard K. Sager, et al.
Page 2
March 1, 19 76

terms. By its omission from the present draft, I want to make it
clear that I am not rejecting the concept of encompassing changes
within the rule which is finally adopted. The rule making process
as it relates to change applications, has been the subject of considerable discussion and debate amolig my staff and others in state
government. I do see some need to meaSjare^goxtaA^change applications
against a publi c__JLntexs&t standard and realize that many of the arguments which favor applying such a standard to applications to appropriate also apply to changes. But, on the other hand, I have grave
concern over attempting such action from^a^lega^and^palijy point,„qf
view without legislative approval. As you know, the past admirii^^-M
r ( \t> practice has been^jonly to evaluate, changes in_ terms ,oJ^JLiaiiaarinq.-.9^j^jc
QtV+*\ vested water rights. To shift over to a puBTTc^interest standard
j y ^ would ^ e ^ a ? ^ ^
of past practice in dealing with chang
i^^p^f i Because ot tEese' an3Hotfier^ reasons which I will discuss with you at th
^afi i pre-hearing conference on Thursday, March 4, 1976 at 2:00 p.m., I have
rj'^f not included change applications within these draft rules. However,
/y^r^y^Z again want to emphasize that no decision has yet been made on this
0X^7
subject and I would welcome any additional views the parties may have
at the pre-hearing conference. In this regard, I would like to
acknowledge that the memoranda which the parties have filed have
been very helpful in reviewing this subject.
Thus, the enclosed draft or rules plus the above comments
represents only my current thinking on these natters, and I felt
that it would be useful if this information were transmitted to you
prior to the pre-hearing conference on Thursday. I realize that the
parties will only have this information for a very short time before
the Thursday conference, and I do not, of course, expect anyone to fei
that they must take a position on this material at that time. I assu]
we can agree at the conference on. some, .reasonable J:ime for the,,subTnis.
of written^crffinaents by a ^ j n e ^ i s h i n a ^ o d o ^ o . "irPthis regard, I am
furnishing the enclosed inTorma"tiori"at thTs time to solicit your comm
and suggestions before making a decision on whether or not to proceed
with formal rule making proceedings on these or any other rules under
the Utah Administrative Rule Making Act.
Yours truly,
Dee C. Hansen
State Engineer
DCH:sp
Enclosure
cc: Governor Calvin L. Rampton
Mr. Edward W. Clyde
Mr. Thorpe Waddingham
Mr* Joseph Novak
Mr. Daniel FT^Lawrence
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